Camping, Fishing and the Roads Were Never Better in Aroostook Than Now---Come to Aroostook
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There was brought into the TIMES;
In order to straighten out some
oltiee on Friday by Fred S. Adams of misunderstanding
regarding
Town
Smyrna some potato tops that measur- Ordinances regulating public vehicles
ed f> ft. 10 inches and on a five acre the following were adopted at the
piece they will average at least 5 ft. March Town meeting in 1902.
•
___________
and 6 inches.
! See. 1. No person shall drive any
The variety of the potato seed hack or other public carriage or
from which these were raised was i '
transporti ng lfcissmigers, trom
given to W. C. Harper by a man on place to place, in said Honlton, without first obtaining from the Municipal
the train and the name in Ludlow is officers of the Town a written permit
called the Harper. They are a late therefor.
variety and the tops of those that
“■
Municipal Officers may
With six perfect days of the best bouquet caused much favorable com .
,
, a , ,
grant such permit to such persons as
The following is the amendment as Auburn; Walter B. Parker, Portland;
have
been
planted
have
run
\evy
f
bev
deem
proper
on payment of such
weather that could be desired, the ment.
it appears on the official ballot.
John C. Seates, Westbrook:
and
I’
tall,
but
in
the
fields
they
only
seem
reasonable
fee
for
the
use
of
the
town,
tenth annual Houlton F'air has hung
Chadwick of the
’ to be very heavy, while they mature and render such restrictions as they
Shall
the
Constitution
he
amended
Walter
G.
Morse,
Rumford.
Harvey
up a record for an achievement that tory, also had a very handsome assort
as proposed by a resolution of the D Granville of Parsonsfkdd cast the
late thev are a good yielder and the think just and right.
wil take some sharp shooting on the ment of plants and cut flowers.
for the
ovt only
___________
...
See. ...
3. Any jicrsun
person violating
Sec- 1Legislature~ *providing
..
.
, ,,
violating sec" ” ’ 7*'“ ” /''*
FVm/issue
i VUU
dissenting
vote,
Probably no booth attracted more quality is ol the best. Last season tl0„ 0ne of this ordli.ai.tw shall forfeit • 5 * 7 a.y, , 7 7
*or, the 1)U,1<lms 01
______
rt of future fairs to reach. A crowdmidway with every available inch attention than that of the Houlton R. A. Nixon raised some of them and to the town a sum not less than Five, j b t a t ue . Ai(1 highways.
they yielded 150 barrels to the aero nor more than Twenty Dollars, for!
Tins means taking money that .1
The statement of fact accompanytaken, an unbeatable card of races,Grange where hundreds stopped to
and in addition to this they (k> not ea°h offience, to be recovered in an j raised for Trunk Line roads and build- ing the vote of the directors and which
admire
the
display
so
handsomly
interesting ball games, daily baloon
. .
,
«. , , ,
x action of debt or on complaint before ing no A
more
l____ Trunk Lines, or in other also was adopted with only one disascensions, auto races and auto polo arranged that nobody should miss this seem to be as much affected by late anv Trial Justice
blight as some of the other varieties,
words
throwing
away the chance of senting vote, was printed
in last
on the track, excellent fireworks and display. The words “Houlton Grange”
so it would seeih as though this wa
getting roads for half price, as the weeks issue of the TIMES,
, bias ribbon music by the Houlton were done in yellow and red apples.
hred Ha’wkes of Caribou was in town , j ec|eraj government pays 50 cents for
a further reason why, in the judga good variety to use.
Band combined to make the Fair just Grange colors, yellow and blue are
visiting relatives during the Pair.
every dollar expended on Trunk Lines. ment of the Board of Directors, the
Here was
past go down in the annals of the prominently displayed.
A D n n C T n n ir ffW T N T Y
|
A c tio n of Me. A. A.
passage of the proposed amendment is
Houlton Fair Association as the best found all kinds of agricultural pro
AIVvFvlo IUVFfk VA/VJivi i
unwise and unnecessary, is that there
evor, and even now the association is ducts, dairy products, canned goods
m
a ,Z
planning to eclipse this years per and specimens of needlework, knitting
Six state automobile inspectors
rw
1
r
w
,
1
4
1
*
t
4
u
11 funds available"" to carry
on
It
has
been
stated
that
one
tarm
mobile
Association
at
a
meeting
held
formance in the eleventh fair next year etc., making a most interesting dis,
,
, „
mount- Association ai a meeting neui
uu road
1UtiU
itev
“
M
7
1
n
d
M
r7“H“
7
‘
T
raw
ford
were
'
\
‘
°
Wn
Y
f
*"?
fo",nd
Bureau
in
the
west
wag
brought:,,
portland
,a8,
Wednesday
voted
to
m«»tenance
for
the
next
two
years
to be held August 29-30-31, Septem
ber 1. The largest and best equipped a b a te d to M r. G u y C Porte/anil' " “ f wh° were violating the autcn together, strenKlhened greatly by the, oppose the pa8sage of the propo8ed at least.
_.
„ r» ♦
iv ,
* mobile
xxt7 laws, many unintentionally and exhorbitant prices asked for husking bond issue amendment to come before
exhibition building ever and a collec •Mrs. W. K. Putnam were in charge of „a fe
In view of these facts, and of the
few knowingly
corn. Labor demanded 14-15 cents the people
^
- on ______
4, September
.... . further fact that- automobilists
--------tion of poultry that was far ahead of this booth.
Monday,
are
The following sentences wrere im
Porter,
the
Photographer,
occupied
per
bushel.
Meetings
were
called
of
|
12th,
and
which
is
intended
to
transfer
furnishing
the
money
to
pay
«.*«>
anything before also added to the
the
posed by Judge Archibald
in the
a large space where he displayed
the Farm Bureaus and the wage set ajj 0f tbe remaining $2,500,000 of the interest on the bonds, paying for the
glory of a splendid week.
Municipal Court.
at 6-8 cents with the result that all i «in non nan k™,«
rwlomniirm
~~ **----------splendid specimens of the photo
Poultry Sheds
James Harbison $100 and costs the corn was husked at that figure at $10,000,000 bond issue for state high- redemption of the bonds as they come
grapher’s
art.
ways
into
a
state-aid
highway
fund
due,
paying
nearly
all
the
costs of
Again this year has been shown
operating car while under influence a great saving to the state.
Horse Show
for
exclusive
use
on
state-aid
highmaintaining
state
and
state-aid
roads,
the Inadequate space for the poultry
of liquor. Paid, license revoked.
Last spring your Executive Com- ways. The vote was taken after a also the expenses of the Secretary of
The newly built horse sheds are
ehow aa every pen was crowded, while
Clyde J. McBurnie, Presque Isle, n)jGee recommended a wage for farm
tlM middip space was piled several j Ideally located and are fully adequate $100 and costs, driving automobile
careful investigation of the highway State's office so far as automobile
labor. While some farmers are pay- situation in Maine, including its laws are concerned, purchasing the
***** ***** wlth ‘ mProvlaed pens t o ! * ® « S°odly number of e r t lb <-■while "under' the influence of liquor.
reoommend- financial problem— present and future number plates and paying the state
care for the large number of entries. |**«>
}a *?Tel » nd Appealed and bonds furnished, license ping, more than theis wage
practically
the — and after a prolonged conference traffic officers for the enforcement of
Some beautiful birds were shown, I
sheds are flanked by beautiful suspended.
pd
averag
same.
among the larger exhibitions w ere! shade trees giving ample shade and
with State Auditor Roy L. Wardwell
motor laws, as well as the exChas. Friel $100 ami costs for driv
Recently in order that the question an(1 chief Engineer Paul D. Sargent Penses of the highway commission’s
Mrs. I. N. Colbath of Mars Hill, who I delightful surroundings. Messrs. Free- ing car while under the influence of
of the price for picking potatoes could of the state Highway Department, office; in view of these facts, we are
showed a large variety of breeds, also man and Monteith of Chicago acted
liquor. $100 and costs paid, license be discussed intelligently, the man who were invited to appear before the opposed to the adoption of the conducks and geese.
! as judges and gave excellent satis- revoked.
in charge of the potato program in his
Geo. Hoskins bad several pens of j faction, pointing out tb the spectators
Board for the purpose of obtaining stitutional amendment and ask the
Earl T . Fields, Presque Isle $100 ,
. ,
. .
*
community was asked to interview
who
thronged
the
judging
ring,
the
the
correct figures in regard to the electorate of the State in the behalf
• R. I. R«ds and White Plymouth Rocks,
and costs paid, license revoked.
his farmers and report either in
situation. The slogan of the Maine ° f good roads and a sound financial
all pure bred birds. Harry Thomas good and bad points of the horses I Herbert Bragg. Patten, painted lens,
person or by letter at Field Day
Automobile Association in connection Policy to vote against the adoption of
probably showed tha largest variety exhibited. There were some of the $5 and costs.
Friday. Twenty-six committees were
handsomest
horses
ever
shown
here
which included R. I. Reds, Columbian
Chas. Day, Houlton, no rear light. reached thru the Farm Bureau organi with the campaign it has inaugurated the constitutional amendment,
Rocks, White Wyandottes, Black in the stalls.
will he “ Vote No on the Resolve
Maine cannot go on forever issuing
$2.00 and costs.
zation in less than two hours and
Messrs Oscar Shirley and son show
Wyandottes, Silver Spangled Ham
W. C. Hare, Monticello, Warner asked to report. Out of the twenty- Amending Section 17 of Article 9 of bonds to build roads; it will bankrupt
burg, Barred Plymouth Rocks and ed Suffolk Punch horses, all pure lens. $2.00 and costs paid.
the Constitution, so as to Permit the the State.
The comparative short
six communities 23 reported, figures
Brahamas. Harold McCain showed bread, headed by a prize winning
Use of the Proceeds of State Highway mileage of rhe necessary trunk roads
Thos. Giggey, Presque Isle, operat
raging from 6 to 8 cents to 10 and 12
some handsome Wyandottes in the stallion.
Bonds for the Construction of State is as far as it is safe to go. The les
ing a dealers car with plain lens.
GW. H. Benn of Hodgdon exhibited
per barrel with and without board Ai(j Highways, at the Polls on Sept- ^expensive subsidiary roads should
white, silver and golden variety.
$12.00 and costs.
respec
respectively.
The Executive Comion, ”
Jack McNair, Frank Hughes, Paul two beautiful Percheron stallions, a
and must be constructed by direct
Alfred Barrington, Richmond, N. B , m{ttee of the F.arm Bureau a c t ^ on ember 12th
gray
and
a
black,
also
an
11
mos.
old
The officers of the Association who appropriation if Maine is to remain on
GeBeraon, Arnold Webb, Mrs. Wm.
team without light, $5.00 and costs.
these figures and recommended that
Paul, A. O. Putnam, W illie Webb, J. colt, all prise winners.
Chas. Austin, Houlton, $100 and the gickers be paid 8 cents per barrel voted against the adoption of the the financial map. If the amendment
Charles
Allen
of
Hartland,
N.
B.
amendment were President Hiram W. is adopted, it means a new bond issud
D. Rosa, L. H. Porter and H. F.
costs for driving car while intoxicated.
with board and 10 cents without board fjjc^er, Poland Spring;
Vice-PresiJones all had good displays of birds showed a Clydesdale stallion 4 years Paid, license revoked.
and that all kinds of roads will be
and that all potatoes be sorted as t]ents> Charles H. Fogg, Houlton;
old, weighing 1850 lbs.,- a pure bred
of the various breeds.
John K. Liston, Millville,
N. B.
built
with the proceeds and that direct
picked. Day wages were set at $3.on. Charles S. Hichhorn, Augusta; Robert
Fred Bartlett showed several pens registered horse as gentle as a kitten speeding, $8.43 and costs paid.
appropriations for roads will stop. It
This is not in any way an arbitrary J, Peacock, Lubec; Joseph W. Simp
of a fancy breed called Lakenvelders and highly trained, and winning first
During the past week 650 lenses
also means that we shall go on year
wage, hut is recommended as a stan son, York Harbor; Perley F. Ripley,
prize
in
his
class.
that attracted lots of attention.
after year indefinitely issuing bonds
were changed under orders from the
dard which men coming
into the
W . R. Christie of Presque Isle was
South Paris; and directors Whiting L. or else stop road construction entire
Near the entrance Fred A. Shean
inspectors.
a
large
exhibitor
of
Percherons,
an
county may expect. If this action has BUn er, Farmington: Guy F. Dunton,
had his beautiful display of Siberian
ly. The policy of the State should be
any beneficial effect, or >ou have Portland. Guy P. Gannett, Augusta:
rabbita and during every day of the old exhibitor and a firm believer of
Walter B. Clark. Deputy Clerk of
issue bonds enough to complete the
problems which you wish solved, tell
Fair the apace in fyont of the cages pure bred stock.
D. W. Hoegg, Jr.. Portland*, Frank D. 1200 or 1300 miles of trunk roads and
Courts, accompanied by his steno
your Farm Bureau officials or your Marshal)> ' 1>0rt|and; A
Aubrey Reed, Allie Nason of Montiwas crowded by people anxious to
~
Q. Miller, build the rest by direct appropriation.
grapher 4Mrs. Sophie Farrar and Court
County Agents.
You are a part of
cello,
David
Armstrong
also
had
some
;
see tbeee/ animals. Mr. Shean was
Crier John Q. Adams, went to Caribou
the Farm Bureau. It will try and do
YES
on hand to g iv e * what information fine young stock, Mr. Armstrong’s 1by auto on Monday for the opening
NO
the things that you desire and help
driver
being
a
beauty.
was required and be disposed of a
A M E N D M E N T NO . 2
of the September term of S. J. Court.
start.
L. B. McElhinney of Woddstock had
large number of them.
Fred A. Shean and family' returned
“ Shall the Constitution be amended
a
matched
Bpan
of
5
year
olds
that
Mr. Jas. F. McVay of Calais again
Monday from a trip up the St. John
as proposed by a resolution of the leg
The
Houlton
Fair
management
have
They
acted as Judge In the Poultry sheds. attracted a lot of attention.
islature providing for the issue of
river, combining business with plea-■Bet the dates for the 1922 Fair as
He is an expert in his line and were perfectly mated and were easy sure.
While away Mr. Shean sold follows: Aug. 29-30-31-Sept.-l.
highway bonds for the building of
received a warm welcome from his prize winners in the under 1400 lb. several pairs of his Siberian rabbits
state aid highways?"
Miss Marguerite Astle left yester
class. He also showed pure bred
many M ends here.
to up-country parties.
day
for
the
Boston
Lyceum
summer
mare and colt that took a blue ribbon.
Miss Mary Burpee leaves Thursday school at Harpswell, Maine where she
exhibition
resorts, the local demand was quite
__
^ Hall ^ .
, Thos. Hourih&n of Newberg, N. B.
evening
enroute to New York where Wjll study for the month of September.
H m T»rlou. booths ana displays in j a)10wed several clydes, one mare a„ d
light and prices eased off fully 50c per
Crop conditions for the week end
she will spend a month in further
th« hfcU wer* Die centre of attraction colt taking a red ribbon.
Mr. MeVeav of Calais, who acted as
bag on all grades. Some sales were
ing
August 27, are covered in reports
study with Sergei Klibanskv, the not Judge for the poultry show at the
for many ▼laltors who thronged the
reported up to $5.25(g5.50 early in the
Aubrey Hutchinson of Hodgdon
•talaa from the opening of the doors took 1st and 2nd premiums on his ed singing master. Her vocal teach Fair, said Friday: "There were 575 received by the Bureau of Markets week on Long Islands, hut $4.50@5
ing will he resumed about October birds on exhibition and I can truth and Crop Estimates. United States
nntll evening each day.
covered most sales on 185-lb. barrels;
span of work horses.
20th in Society Hall.
fully say it was the best lot of birds Department of Agriculture, from its 150-lb. Long Island bags sold at $4.25
Upon entering the building from
Geo. H. Benn of Hodgdon, heavy
Frank Elliott, who has been em I ever had the pleasure of judging.' field statisticians in the different
the aonth the first booth was that draft homes, a beautiful pair of
($4.50. A few sales were reported on
ployed
for the past year at the Farm
devoted to the floral exhibits, of matched blacks taking 1st prize and
Mrs. Nelson Latneau and daughter States.
Jersey Round kinds the first of the
ers National Bank, has severed his Doris, who have been spending two
The reports of the Irish potato crop
which there were many plants, cut his bay span 2nd prize.
week up to $4.75, but later in the week
connection
with
that
institution
and
Weeks
with
relatives
in
Houlton,
left
continue
unfavorable, but the later tjle market declined to $4@4.5n. On
flowers,
bouquets
arranged
very
Ih the championship for all breeds
went last week to Oakland, Maine. for
h„nie in Oldtown Monday plantings have, been improved by rains Thursday
artistically.
Geo. H. Bonn's black Belgian stallion
much of the business was in
where he will take up a similar p o s i  morning.
They
were
uml are reported
good
T
hey
w
ere
accompanied aim
reporieu in goon
growing the range ()f $3.5 0 ^ 7 5 per 15,Mb
o* Mr. Williams, the veteran Jewelry “Devens” carried off first honors.
tion with the Messalonskee National by M rs . John K. Palmer who will visit condition in most sections. The early
man from Readfield, was busy at his
bag. Jersey Giants eased off to $2.75
Other horses on exhibition were
Bank.
stand engraving to order while you single entries, Gladys Rugan, A. G.
them for a time.
crop in Michigan is being maiketed (ft ;; ppp 150 lbs. on the average, while
wait any piece from his large assort Merritt, pony, Shirley Benn of Hodg
at good prices.
more select marks brought $3.25@3.50
ment.
Colorado: Some blight and leaf roll with No. 2s ranging $1.50($8 bbl., as
don, Robt T. Peabody, Maurice Duff,
Fred G. Drinkwater, who believes' A. J. Saunders, Earl Avery of Woodreported
from
different
sections, to quality,
In advertising and who has been a
especially
in
the
San
Luis
Valley.
stock.
New York. Sept. 2.-- L. A. WithingJ. E. Brittain of Boston, who has
regular exhibitor here since the Fair!
In
the
morning
at
iu.30
Rev.
C.
A.
Extent
of
damage
uncertain.
Cattle Show
ton.
the well-known potato broker, re
was organized, showed a nice line of I The cattle show this year was a been visiting his brother-in-law Jas. H. Parker will preach, subject of the
Florida: Ground is being prepared
turned
this week from an 18 day auto
pump*, engines and tanks for farm goo<1 Qne abou, 15# h8ad beinB sh(nvn Kidder, has accepted the position of sermon: "The New Birth, its N a t u r e tor fall Irish potatoes. Sweet potato
mobile
trip through the potato sec
General Agent of the Aroostook and its Need."
water systems.
yields art reported lower than ex
filling the stalls and the auxiliary
tions of central Maine and Aroostook
Valley
R.
R.
and
will
take
up
his
now
The Vesta battery, sold here by the
In the evening at 7 o'clock In1 will peeted.
sheds along the lower end of the park,
County. He came back filled with en
Peabody Garage Co., occupied the and although only one down state duties next week. Mr. Brittain was give one of his illustrated lectures.
Georgia: Irish potatoes doin: w ell;
thusiasm
about the coming crop and
n«at booth very prettily arranged, 1 "! exhlbltor wa8 on hand ow,ng to thu connected with the Chicago and consisting of over 200 beautifully improved by rains. Sweet potatoes
great
praise
for the men who grow
charge of an expert from the Bangor excessive freight rates into Aroostook, Northwestern R. R. acting as their colored stereopticon slides, covering piomise a good crop; harvesting in
and sell the potatoes, especially in the
Boston
representative
for
many
years
the great mountainous section of our progress.
office.
the committee in charge have every
Aroostook country.
Mr. Withington
and when the Government took over Northwest, the Canadian Rockies and
The Aroostook Federation of Farm
Idaho: Total shipment this season
reason to feel gratified with the most
says
he
has
been
dealing
with potato
the roads during the war he was re a visit to Alaska. The God of Nature to August 23rd, 1,589 cars as compar
ers wore next in line with a fine
excellent showing made.
shippers
for
a
great
many
years, but
tired.
booth which was in charge of O. B.
will be seen and worshiped. Every- ed with 548 cars on same date last
Nearly all of the exhibitors had
in
all
his
experience
he
has
never
He started Mis railroad career in body is most cordially invited to these year.
Griffin and William A. Tranter of small herds but the stock was all high
Brices mostly $2.(H per cwt. found a higher grade of men than
Fort
Fairfield
with
the
C.
I\
Ry.
Caribou, a chemist in charge of the grade stock and shows conclusively
Sundav services.
Prospects continue good.
those who ship potatoes from there.
_
____ ___
Fertilizer Co. which manufactures for that the Aroostook farmer is bound and has been in that business e v e r
Illinois: Both yield and quality of
The dealers there, he says, are in
since, so that Mr. Arthur Gould has Hon. and Mrs. Ira G. Horsey are
the Federation. ,
early potatoes reported poor. Sweet the habit of handling large proposi
to keep pace with the growing de
made a wise choice in selecting Mr. in I’rcsque Isle this week enjoying potatoes of good quality are being
Mrs. Holland in her booth was mand for pure bred stock.
Messrs
tions and think little more of buying
another familiar figure with her hand E. Shirley Benn, A. E. Mooers, and Brittain for the position of General the Fair, accompanied by their noice harvested in south.
25,000 or 30,000 bids, of potatoes than
, Miss Vera Dillon.
some display of Abalone
pearl H. F. Green who acted as the stock Agent.
Indiana: Late potatoes show im- the ordinary man does of buying a suit
Jewelry.
committee were on hand at all hours
provement but crop will be short.
of clothes. The beautiful part of it isHamilton and Grant had a pipeless of the day to answer the thousand
Iowa: Potatoes continue to be re- that when they buy they stand by
furnace in working order with Mr. and on© questions mid u const tint
The death of Mrs. Mary MoKonzn
The International bridge which is V<>rtod a poor crop. Medium planted their purchases, regardless of whether
Currie in charge to explain the work
,
the :potatoes
are turning out better than they win or lose. He said o n e operastream of visitors passed the sheds ' who has been living in Houlton for i . .
,)Ullt
<lt K(,mun' {
'
.......................................
ing of same.
tor in the Aroostook district lost $2no.during the entire 5 days ot the bail, tin; past four vears occurred on Thurs-!
to Madawaska is piogtessing early or late planted potatoes.
P. S. Berrie had an attractive booth
Kentuckv: Late crop growing tine, nop on potatoes last year, but is in the
well according to Chief
Engineer
Among the exhibitors were C. w . , ,,ay after,ul0„ ut th(. ago „f «:i.
•displaying his fine line of pianos and Benn of Hodgdon who showed a nice
Chapleau who was a caller at the Early crop badly damaged by drouth, game just the same this season.
.
.breed.
,
i Mrs. McKenzie came to Houlton as
phonographs.
herd of Aberdeen Angus
Michigan: The early crop is being
Mr. Withington visited practically
TIMES office last. week.
The State Dept, of Agriculture
harvested and marketed at good j qvery shipping point of any impor
Edwin Allen of Presque Isle had a t a^,()V(! stated and made her home with
The center pier is all in and the
occupied a large booth showing pro beautiful herd of Brown Swiss cattle |^er daughter Mrs. Geo. E. Wilkins on
prices. Late potatoes are growing tance in Aroostook County. He never
abatements on the Provincial side as
ducts of the Maine Sheep and Wool and the small “bossys” were the j m^h street, and during her residence
nicely and show marked improvement saw potatoes looking any better than
well as on the Madawaska side arc
Growers Assn, which included yarns, delight of the younger visitors.
here made many friends by her lovable progressing well, and it is now hoped since the rains.
they are now and there is a full crop
blankets, and made up clothing all
Geo. H. Benn of Hodgdon, who is disposition and her many kindly ways that the bridge will be open for traffic
M a r k e t Conditions
in the county. Quality promises to
made from Maine grown wool.
Local buyers are paying $2.50 per he unusually good. Digging began the
President of the Agricultural Society and will be much missed by all who in May 1922.
/Newell’s, florists, had a charmingly
barrel with few offerings.
showed some fine Herefords. Mr. knew her.
15th of last month and shipments
attractive boqth that was pleasing to
The remains were taken to Pictou,
The Produce News says:
Benn has always been a devotee to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry • Crafts and
have been fairly liberal since. The
the eyes with specimens of their Guernsey’s but recently sold his hand- N. S. accompanied bj Mr. and Mrs. children left Sunday by auto for
Receipts were heavy again this crop is averaging 75@125 bbls. to the
various growings displayed. A life
Wilkins and daughter EUeanor and son Princeton, Maine, where they will week and, while there was
some acre. The potatoes are of good size,
«1m
« h ijd ^ c a n y iaf a bridal
(Contlnued ou page' 4)
Roger, where interment was made.
spend a weeks vacation.
increase in demand from the summer sound and show no evidence of blight

H+dton Fair Association Deserves Whole Flock of Blue
Ribbons for Splendid Week

Reasons Why Those Interested in Good Roads Should Vote
No on Next Tuesday

«

STATE AUTOMOBILE
INSPECTORS HERE

FARM BUREAU F U N C T I O N S | “

Z '

POTOTO CROP SUMMARY

BOSTON MAN GOES
COURT ST. BAPTIST
TO PRESQUE ISLE
CHURCH SEPT. 11

MARY WHIDDEN MCKENZIE

V.

13,

INTERNATIONAL BRIDGE

\
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much an obligation on the people of line from Van Buren to Silver Bulge |to show tli mselves workmen that we* re* tolerated that ill peace time
opinion also a pe-rmam-ui ban ought
today as arc our poll taxes. Surely and what good would improved roads i need not be ashamed; artisans of a ought not to he* continued. The enemy
not to rest on the contents of a single
Established April 13, 1860
he would not divert the bond money be to any section if they could not ; handicraft that is solid ami substantial Bowers we?re.* c le*ve*r in their propuis i"' (;t '•> publication.
In both re
for any such a purpose, yet isn’t a 1 have a main line to join them so that of whom till may well he proud. The ganela and laws were* stretche-d to tinA L L T H E HOME NEW S
spects
he
is
right.
His
<le*e-isie>n
w.ll
l ’salmist sings again:
limit of flexibility in some cases to
Published every Wednesday morning that possible if that amendment, they could get to shipping points?
proilmc a good deal more loyalty than
passes?
“ Rid me and deliver me from the dete*at them. But now that peace it will destrov.
The passage of the proposed amend
by the Times Publishing Co.
It will be recalled that when the ment means that Trunk line w-ork will hand of strange children, whose mouth times are here the weakness e>f the
State was asked to make* this bond he discontinued, while if it does not speaketh vanity, and their right hand Burleson position appears, and Mr.
C H A8. H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
On His Dignity
issue it had before it for considera pass it means that there will not only is a right hand of falsehood; that our Hays doe*s not propose to exerci-e
Foreman— "What is all that arpa im ,
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year in tion a definite plan showing the he a large amount of State Aid roads sons may he as plants grown up in ; “ discretion" in the case of puidica- down the* road?'
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
roads to be built, acordmg a com as well as third class roads construct their youth; that, our daughters m a y  tiems whose* character is met clearly
Laborer
indignantly)— “ Why, the
advance
prehensive idea oi just
what
the ed, hut that Trunk line roads will be as corner stones, polished after the: enough elefined to justify their abso man running the* steam-roller wants
Single copies five cents
money was to be used for, the roads continue and that EVERY MILE OF similitude of a palace............... Happy lute* e-xelusiem from the mails. In his us to e-all him a chauffer."
to which it was to bo applied. There 'I HUNK LINE CONSTRUCTED W IL L is that people that is in that case,
Advertising rates based upon guaran
was no uncertainty about that, there COST THE STATE O N LY ONE-I1ALF yea, happy is that people, whose God
teed paid in advauce circulation.
were no contingencies hidden in that OF THE ORIGINAL COST AS THE is tin* Lord.”
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton proposition, no inducement for the GOVERNMENT PAYS F IFT Y CENTS
a
legislator coming to the Legislature OF MVFRY DOLLAR EXPENDED
for ciculation at second-class
NO M O R E C E N S O R S H I P
to ask for a part of that money to ON T R U N K LINES.
postal rates
Post mast ei-General Hays proves his
take home to his constituents as
sound
judgment once more by declar-;
A ll Subscription are D I8C O N T IN “ bacon” or “ pork.” Does Mr. Nel
C A R E F U L OF OUR LANG UA G E
ing that any newspaper fit to pass;
UED at expiration
son's plan, if such it may be called.'
A growing habit among young worn through the mails at all is entitled to!
afford any such projection? V e tail Jen jH becoming tjie occasion of concern the benefit of the usual newspaper,
to find it, if it does.
AN IM P O R T A N T Q U ESTIO N
among their eiders, the habit being a rate of postage. His predecessor. Mr. 1
And when one thinks about, it care- looseness in their methods of express- Burleson, had adopted the policy of:
The Maine Automobile Associa
.. tion was organized in 1911 at the fully he caquot avoid the conclusion ing themselves. Perhaps it is not well excluding a good many papers from
time of the first Bond issue, since that this is a mighty important fea to include young women alone in the the lower rate for reasons that, if.
which time it has been working for ture. The State cannot afford to get indictment, for young men are by no true, should have prevented them
The purest water in the State of Maine. Delivered
the interests of the automobile owner the reputation of asking the coming means exempt from responsibility in. from going through the mails at all.
weekly.
Orders may be left at TIMES office
and the developements of roads in generation to pay for the mainte the matter. The habit referred to is The Burleson idea apparently was
nance
of
its
highways.
It
has
a
com
the State of Maine. The ‘directors
the employment of a form of profanity that any publications of which he did
-------------------------- P h o n e 2 1 0 -------- ------------------are composed of men from all sections prehensive system established. Ex which is not at all pleasing to people not approve, hut which he doubted
of the state and the organization has cellent work has been accomplished of refined tastes, and indeed (alls for his ability to prove unfit for circula
members from every county. There under that system and is well on the (.jose discrimination to distinguish it tion, should he required to pay a high
is nothing of a political nature in the way to completion. Whatever mis from the unethical practise of blas postage rate, which would tend at
Houlton, Maine
organization the sole aim of the takes have been made— what they are phemy, which it strongly resembles j least 'to limit their circulation,
if
association being to further the best we do not know hut presumably there tine! to which it is closely allied.
indeed it did not turn out to he
interests of Good Roads and Legisla are some— work has been accomplish
It is not an exhibition of re*fineme>nt prohibitive. Mr. Hays says flatly. "1
tion for the benefit of automobile ed that is highly creditable to the or an evidence of self control for out am not, and will not allow myself to
owners. With this in mind the result State and to all who have had part in voting people* te) employ expletives in he made a censor of the press."
of the Directors of the association at it And this should be borne in mind; their daily conversation. They seldom
There arc* definite ami enrorceahle
a meeting held Wednesday is given this work has been done under busi indulge in such language when in com
laws bearing
upon
this
subject,
ness methods uninfluenced by con
on page 1 of this issue.
mand of themselves.
If conditions “ Matter urging treason, insurrection
Mr. Nelson, the newly appointed sideration of politics, the very condi arise to provoke them, or cause them or forcible resistance* to any law of
member of the Highway Commission tion which forward-looking men in to “ letse their tempers,” they find the* the United States" is not entitled to
Many people get the
give yourself t'.e oppor
has his ideas of what should be done other states are devoutely wishing occasiem one on which to vitdd to the* circulate by mail at any rate of
idea that they can keep
tu n ity you d e s e rv e in
regarding road problems in the state may come in their experience. It is impulse of a volley of objectionable postage*. In war time* some* rneasun s
order to do your best
their nerves on edge and
which he has a perfect right to, but an achievement to he proud of. Im language. ■
work, make up your mind
their
digestion
upset
year
it seems to many of the most promi provements are always in order, hut
The practice is injurious, not only
to
quit coffee and tea for
after year, and “get away
nent men in this section that when we must not drop the substance for physically, hut morally in that it de
awhile—
and drink delici
with it.” They sleep only
T IM E
TABLE
he attempts to form public opinion the shadow, because some of us think velops a habit that is not at all help
ous,
appetizing
Postum
half as much as they
C o r r e c t e d to S e p t e m b e r 17, 1921
from his position as an official that we should have had more of the ful. Young people are likely to yield
instead.
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should — and never get
he is stepping beyond bounds and is money expended in our immediate to their impulses when these arc un
E a s te rn S ta n d a rd T im e
properly and thoroughly
doing something which very few if vicinity. When we are told that out- der weak control and in their impaPostum permits
From H O U L T O N
rested.
any state officials would do. using highways are inferior to certain oth |tience and anger they cause a flow of S.L’S a
saund, refreshing sleep
---Unr J-’ort F a irfie ld , t'a r ib o u
L i n n M o n o and Vnj. Bun-n
their office to further their own per er states and people of those states ! physical poison to permeate their enwhich builds strength,
If you tire out easily,
- F< >r 1!,t ngi 'V,
I a -r 11 , nd am '
sonal ideas. Mr. Peabody has taken tell us it is Slot so. when prejudices j[tire system: thus explaining tin- <auenergy and endurance.
if you are getting pale and
B oston .
no part whatever. Col. Ayer has are appealed, to, when we are told mion of tin* Psalmist. "What man is lie
--l-’ o r A s h la n d , F o rt K e n t, St.
an em ic, if y o u r food
not taken an active part, for or that we may have our cake and oat , that desireth life, and lnvotli many
Order Postum from
Ft':i neis, a 1 -- W a -'ll bun.. I ’ **doesn’t digest as it should,
«p:»- I-'.--. V u. 1 u >•:i \ia
;
against the issue, and Chief Enineer it too. it is time for a fairly shrewd |days, that lie may see coed? Keep thy ,
your Grocer today. Drink
would it not be well to
I
n a n d
, M ■ , h -1- , : :
,
Sargent has not expressed his opinion Yankee to get suspicious.
this hot, refreshing bever
tongue from evil: and thy lips from i,:ir. i
F..r <lr-'.-n \ilb-. I '.ang«<r. 1'*-rt stop
and consider whether
Mr.
Nelson
would
have
us
believe
j
and spread it broadcast through the
age in place of tea or coffee
speaking guile."
I;i toi a n d B o s O m
coffee or tea is having its
press, sending marked copies all over that by the proposed change the
lor 10 days and see what
F - >y
I '.a t i g r .
I
. tni
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There is no doubt that one who
State
may
keep
faith
with
the
voters
effect
on you?
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.
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S
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:
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the state. These gentlemen feel that
a wonderful difference it
maintaiim self contrail will live ‘'man'
and that it is not doing so at pres
they are put in their positions
will make in the w ay you
days," ami "see
good"
throughout
K r Ft. F. ill'V
im
The caffeine and thein
carry out the wishes of the people and ent, the high cost of labor and ma those* davs.
feel.
Due: H O U L T O h
found in coffee and tea
not to boom or advertise any special terial and the difficulty of obtaining j
it I !■ - - O m . i
Our young women urge that Un S.Ik
either
preventing
t,he
accomplishment
are drugs, as any doctor
Postum cbmes in two
policy.
voting men teach them to indulge in
forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
of some of the work outlined. Under ;
can
tell
you.
Is
it
any
The Kennebec Journal has the
loose language, and encourage them in 0 1'
iri *
made instantly in the cup by
such a condition would it not be rea
wonder that the steady use
following regarding the issue:
it. If this he true, it is reprehensible
the
addition of boiling water.
sonable to suppose the Legislature;
of these drugs sometimes
p. m. From in
Postum Cereal (in packages of
If we
understand
Mr.
Nelson should have provided the means? i in tin- young men : t hey are not <h h alcauses serious damage3
rous in their conduct or a t t i t u d e t o
’"
''
larger bulk, for those who pre
correctly, he claims that the State
Instead, it reduced the tax rate and,
, ,
i
, , 3.",-. p. m r i m s :.
fer to make the drink while the
,
v
has been spending too much money it is said, an attempt was made U> , wai'd the young woim-n. I hey should
If you really want to
meal is being prepared) made
"...
i
per mile for roads, that we cannot pass a law that all State aid highways seek to protect tin- youm: women in
be
fair
with yourself, and
by boiling for 20 minutes.
every
way,
in
a
growth
and
develop
'
■
■
■
t
iafford it; that instead of building should he termed State highways and
<'a t'il'
nient of tin1 finer sensibilities' in hah
permanent foundations, grading and so become entitled
to the bond
filling, we must put in shape the roads money, a proposition found to he un iis that will lx* helpful and st iniulating
I!a rigor.
throughout the country districts by constitutional. so tin* present method and productive of that wllliell Will Time tallies giving cunuilete information
“ T h ere’s a Reason’*
surfacing with gravel and so get more was adopted for attaining the same “ build up heroic lives; in a11 he like may b** obtained at ticket offices.
OKU. M. HOUGHTON,
passable roads all over the State eml and making use of money raised tin* sin*athen saili"]', ready to Mash
Genera i1 I 'asseriger Agent, Bangor. Maine
Give us more gravel roads was the by bonds for the maintenance of our forth at Gods ( al! for battl[c or for
cry, which, if we are not misinform highways. Is that keeping faith with labor."
Such should 1ie the ideal s of all
ed. Mr. Nelson has frequently uttered. the people?
1
wnitiu
pi •o[dc: a\■adding all B■ndenei' s
1
True, we have not heard so much
The TIMES sincerely believes that
llii-v h11111<! studv
about that since publicity was given every district should have good roads
to the fact that around 85 per cent of whether they, arc in town or cities so
cur State highway roads have a that the farmers living there may get
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
gravel surface, but
with
properly- heir supplies from markets and haul
graded, drained and solid foundations. ,heir products to market, hut thenHOULTON FURNITURE CO.
Is it that class of roads which should he Trim fc 1i 11«•s to join flics B U Z Z E L L ’S
represents such a large part of our roads inti one st retch, 1Hit w hen it is
I IC FNSE D E M B A L M F R AND
trunk lines, that Mr. Nelson would remember *d that the ro ;l l ' e 27011 miles
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R
build on the back thoroughfares run f road ii this !state th t*\ eannot a’ 1
Phone 161-W— Day or N iq h t
ning through sparsely settled dis e built i i a few yeai rs. Take it in
tricts? If there is lack of money \roostook count:v w hen tl ie program
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
would Mr. Nelson build on a sec hat is la id out for thi S sect ion i ondary thoroughfare a road or such
D E N T IS T
which it is est ini a ted it wiil ;
permanency as to warrant the use of
Fogg Block
there will he a continuous
bond money, and refuse to build the
same amount and kind of a road o i
a trunk line where the demand D
much greater? If so, why? To please
the fellows living on the back road?
And would he build this back road
to connect with a trunk line before
the trunk line was ready to receive
the traffic? If so of what advantage
would it be to the baekroader in
getting his goods to market?
If he would provide for graveling
the surface of those roads and patrol
ling them, keeping them in shapv/ith split log drags, doing what
should be done all over the State*, and
which the State cannot afford to
leave undone, no permanent work will
n
have been accomplished, no work
done for which the next generation
should be asked to pay. All that
would be in the interests of the
present Such roads would simply
be repaired roads, roads to be an
nually repaired and cared for and as
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The Folly of Cheating Nature
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girls’ exhibits; acres of farm

E cannot doubt the superiority of the
NEW LlGHT-SlX even when we com
pare it with cars in a higher price class—
not when our belief in its unusual value is
backed up every day by reports of as
tounding L ig h t -Six sales from all over
the country.

products and machinery; state

This is a Studebaker Year

An

DOES YOUR BACK ACHE?
It’s usually a sign of sick kidneys,
specially if the kidney action is disrdered, passages scanty or too freuent. Don’t wait for more serious
oubles. Begin using Doan's Kidney
ills. Read this Houlton man’s testilony.
Win, H. Higgins, 8 Spring St., says:
Vfy kidneys have annoyed me at
Ifferent times, owing to their action
eing Irregular. I was in an awful
ilsery with sharp shooting pains
;ross the center of my back. I had
linding dizzy spells, especially when
stooped forward and everything
ould turn black before me. I also
iffered from rheumatic pains in my
»wer limbs, and my feet would get
9ry painful and swollen.
There
ere pains in the back of my neck,
>o. I was advised to try Doan s
ldney Pills so I got three boxes and
»gan using, them. They soon helped
e and three boxes rid me of the
ouble. I have never been affected
ith kidney disorder since.
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
o„ Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
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stock sales; demonstrations;
features and attractions.
NEW PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS
f. o. b. Factories, effective June 1st, 1921

Reduced Rates on Railroads
“ B rin g Your Neighbor >»

Touring Cars and Roadttert
LIGHT-SIX 2 PASS. ROADSTER........................... $1300
UGHT-SIX TOURING C A R .................................... 1335
SPECIAL-SIX 2-PASS. ROADSTER...................... 15S5
SPECIAL-SIX TOURING CAR
......................... 1635
SPECIAL-S1X 4-PASS. ROADSTER........................ 1635
BIG-SIX TOURING CAR........................................ 1985

ALL

STUDEBAKER

CARS

ARE

Coupes and Sedans
UGHT-SIX 2-PASS. COUPE ROADSTER............. $1698
UGHT-SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN................................. 1995
SPECIAL-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE............................... 2450
SPECIAL-SIX 5-PASS. SEDAN................................ 2550
BIG-SIX 4-PASS. COUPE....................................... 2850
BIG-SIX 7-PASS. SEDAN....................................... 2950

E Q U IPP E D

W ITH

CORD

TIR E S
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So it haiipens that in some localities for such frequently recurring tasks as |ing it to other tasks, and as he begins
i
the gypsies have a good name and in sweeping, running the washing ma ! to see what it can do for him and the
Stars are really suns which are con
American Red Cross
others a bad .one. Sometimes they are chine, and churning would not only j multiplicity of its usefulness becomes
tinually
throwing off light. This ligiir
remove
drudgery
but
save
time
and
really welcome in the distinct. For ex
; apparent he will realize how electri|city is each day lessening his labors passes through different layers of air
ample, in this year of great heat and money as well.
ahd vapor before1 it reaches the eyes
drought the south of England has suf
The time required 1o operate the j and making this old world a happier
Exercise No 6
oi man.
These layers, astronomers
fered considerably from fordst fires, churn, the separator, and the washing I and better place in which to live.
explain,
being
of various degrees of
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i
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him ..... u
f it y papers like to ascribe the origin machine, and to do the ironing, 111<- ■ The first thought of electricity is
density,
make
the
light of the star aoCancer in America is one of the gaydc'd as a danger sign. At first no of those tiros to the gypsies; in the cleaning with the vacuum cleaner, and ! usually for lighting, but it should not pear to flicker or twinkle in a similar
country
they
say
the
(ires
are
due
to
whatever
aeeompanies
the
the pumping of water is made avail j be overlooked as a source of power,
major causes of death.
Statistics pain
manner to a motion picture film which
the carelessness of holiday makers able for other things and not infre
indicate that cancer is of greater disease.
j The utility motor adapts itself won- is run too slowly.
If any lump or mark on the body from the cities and tha^ thousands of quently it has been possible to reduce j derfully well to a number of uses,
frequency at ages over 40 then tuber
The light is reduced in intensity by
becomes
sore or changes in appear acres of forest have been saved with the amount of hired help.
culosis, pneumonia, or typhoid fever,
j thus saving the expense of installing a one layer of air and increased by the
and that an average of one woman in ance. especially all lumps on the the aid of the gypsies, who are natu
Today us never before is the need of I separate motor for each job. Several next, with the result that it appears to
eight and one man in fourteen over breast, go to a dortor for an examina rally interested in preserving their j labor-saving devices in the home being I t\pes are available. Sometimes a supshiver—a condition which is best de
j felt. The servant problem is rapidly
40 years of age dies of cancer, and the tion. It is too late for certainty of own haunts.
|port, rod is attached to the motor base scribed by the word “ twinkle.”
cure
to
wait
until
you
are
sure
it
is
If the gypsies behaved as well in a l l , becoming more serious. The increas to steady it when in operation. This
disease has shown an increase of late
Dust in the air causes this twinkling
cancer.
matters as in this, nobody would have f ing wages of household servants and is a desirable asset.
years.
to he magnified or accentuated. Dust
The only cure for the malady is to thought of passing the law now con-j washerwomen are approaching a point
Cancer is no respecter of persons,
Then there are the many tasks of also gives rise to rain, as each particle
attacking rich and poor impartially. remove every trace of the disease, temp la ted. Hut things do go missing |which the family of average means
the kitchen where a little motor can forms the nucleus for a raindrop.
At the beginning the disease starts and medicines which relieve pain do in the country sometimes; and of late j can not meet. Through electricity, the
do in but a fraction of the time con
as a local malady and is easily cured not have any appreciable effect on the there have been a number of local! tireless servant, is perhaps to be found
sumed by hand work jobs that, though
if recognized as such and given proper disease itself, simply delaying the feuds with the gypsies. It requires , the solution.
not particularly tiresome, are never
! verv little trouble nowadays to set ; Comparatively few of our farm
treatment in time. Speed means life treatment.
« i
!
theless irksome, such as grinding
A surgical operation is the oniy i English lawmakers to work.
j homes today have electricity available.
in the cure of cancer, for if let alone
meat and coffee, stuffing sausage, mix A r g o - P h o s p h a t e , t h e N e w H e r b a l R e m e d y
sure way to cure cancer, and best 1
gypsies declare they are not to j The number, however, is increasing
all cases will end in death.
ing bread, or sharpening knives.
N o w E n d o r s e d b y L o c a l P e o p le
Danger signs are usually located in chances for recovery lie in an early blame for some of the things that I rapidly, owing principally to the ad
The electric range will be better ap
If tlu- digest ivt* organs are nut properly
operation.
The
danger
of
certain
some unhealthy spot or at site of some
have happened.
Then1 are,
they) vent of the small farm lighting power
ing the work which nature has a s 
preciated as its advantages become perform
signed to them, tlien nutrition, which is
irritation of the skin, such as a wart, death increases with each 24 hours assert, a growing number of wander-! plant. In addition to this means of
absolutely essential to the recovery of
better
known,
and
will
be
used
where
mole, lump, or a scab. If the cancer of delay.
other diseased parts, will be lacking: and
ers who are not gypsies. Since the supply, some farm houses are so situ
Southern Aroostook Chapter, Hottl- war the nomadic life has had a new ated that electricity cun be obtained electric plants of sufficient size to there can be no permanent relief. When
begins within the body constant indi
bodily
nutrition is normal, the stomach
operate a range are available. Many
digests the food, the blood absorbs and
gestion and loss of weight may be re- ton, Maine.
appeal for many, especially to those [ from highwater transmission lines
heating units, such as table utensils, carries the nourishment to the different
who had been living an outdoor life .! that pass within a reasonable dis
parts of the body, causing the various
fireless cookers, water heaters, grid organs to properly perforin their fu n c 
And rather than face the confinement ! tance; others are near streams of
dles, and others, are already in use tions.
.Nature litis provided a rem edy in the
of the cities many have put their j water which may be developed as
and are proving themselves to be de ingredients of Ar go-P hosphate , ‘the new
savings into a caravan and horse and j sources of energy for farm or com
HOME
herbal stomach remedy, which is now
sirable under different conditions. b eing introduced here. It is p urely
Conditions similar to those of the taken to the road. The gypsies say j munity hydro-electric plants; while in
Bunco is a modern term, an Ameri
The washing machine, electric iron, v e g e ta b le and its vitalizing, corre c tiv e
and reconstr uctive qualities are so p ro 
canism, for all I know, for the swind old days in our own West may he that it is these immigrants into their ' some localities successful windmill vacuum cleaner, sewing-machine motor nounced that beneficial results ar e
brought into English country left by domain who are responsible for most electric generating plants have been
fro m the first day. T h a t this is
and motor-driven pumping units are noticed
ler.
true, it is only necessary to listen to the
The international crook is one of the threat of a new law which it is of the troubles which have raised this the means of supply. Directions for all helping to make life on the farm staterents made daily by local people who
ha ve g iv en A r g o - P h o s p h a te a fair trial
conducting preliminary surveys td de
the cleverest kind. And the sort that proposed to pass creating reservations question of creating reservations.
more enjoyable and appreciated.
and ha ve been benefited thereby.
At present there is no authority for j termine the possibilities of a particu
prejr8 upon traveling Americans is us for the gypsies similar to those of the
ually an American himself. He knows Indians in America. And England’s interfering with people who are wan-; lar stream have been given by the Bu
his countrymen, and their weaknesses. nomads are planning to go on the war dering harmlessly about the country, reau of Rural Engineering of the Uni
but under the new proposal anyone Jted States Department of Agriculture
Men voyaging abroad are apt to path.
without
fixed abode would he liable to and can be obtained for the asking.
__________________
In every part of the country where
leave the Ten
Commandments in their
Where farm homes are supplied
arrest
and
internment in compound or
home town, for safe keeping. Hence, |there still are open spaces the one
with electricity from transmission
when a genuine broad-hatted fellow j subject of conversation is the revolt reservation.
It would not he an easy law to en lines, central stations, or farm hydro
countryman from Waco, Tex., or Steu-1 of the Romany nomads, who declare
force.
For example, where do gypsies electric plants taking current directly
benville, O., Invites him down to his that they are going to resist the law.
go
in
the
winter? It is known that from the generator, it is usually sup
cabin to “set in” to a little game of In one bit of woodland within forty
numbers
of
them seek the warmer plied at 110 to 115 colts. Windmill
draw poker, he thinks he is among <miles of London a thousand gypsies
trienda and It's all right, until the ! assembled— said to be a record meet- climate of the southwestern coast and electric plants may he of this voltage,
Fabric and Cord Tires and Tubes V ul
next morning'finds him with a fat ing of the English tribe— to protest that a few go to seaport towns and but on account of the relatively high
But all this battery investment, they are more
canized in a satisfactory manner:
The
headache and a lean pocketbook.
|against the proposed law. According take temporary jobs.
does
not
account
for
one-tenth
of the likely to be of the 30 to 32 volt type.
A very wise but not very rich j to the old men of the tribe similar
only place east of Portland where a
American blew Into London the other; meetings are being held all over the number that any country holidav The engine-driven farm lighting and
[tower
plants,
which
are
multiplying
maker can see in a day's march.
day. In 24 hours he had lost the j country.
Cord Tire vulcanized job is guaranteed
There is also the question of the rapidly at present, are mostly of the
money he brought with him in a pri-1 it [S estimated there are twenty
32 volt type; hut many of the com
vate flat poker game in the West End j thousand gypsies in England. They gypsies’ right to his own property, his
panies supply these plants operating
caravan
and
horses.
At
present
he
— playing In a party organized by a |uve a typically nomadic life, which
at 110 volts.
finds
feed
for
his
horse
by
the
road
new found friend who described him- j jjas changed hardly at all from that of
The uses for electricity, or the tasks
self as an ex-Indian army officer.
I the earliest known records of the tribe. side and on common land where he is
Cates G a r a g e
Phone 64-W
to
which it can be applied about the
A Tempting Proposition
j Through good and ill report they have permitted to camp. If the taxpayers
farm home, are almost unlimited. The
Houlton
Mechanic Street
With a few dollars left in his pocket I kept up their ancient traditions of interfere with his liberty, will the tax
man who may install it primarily for
payers
be
willing
to
pay
for
the
feed
he was dining In one of the London |wandering. You can see their cara-1 <».■ •
• •
restaurants when a
well-dressed I vans on any English country road in Iand the keep of his horses And what lighting will soon find himself apply- ' W W . W W J W V W
'«*M**»»»i»i»»»i#»»».*»i»it*niiui»inn»iiH!iii*»mtiiimiiiiiniiiininiiiniiiiiiMitninminntniiintniiniitiiniMiiniiininint(mimiiiniMiiimnmiiiMiMintmiiuitmiiMitiiiniy

Health Information

WHY STARS TWINKLE

^

NATURE PROVIDES
THE INGREDIENTS

AMERICANS LEAVE
MORALS AT

WOULD PEN UP ITS
ROMANY WANDERERS

V u lc a n iz in g

L. W . J e n n e y

American sat down opposite him. I the summer.
j " ’91 he the value of a caravan if its
Over the soup they discussed the j jn summer they often gather in ! owner has to stay on a reservation.
London weather, over their “bitter” j camps, which vary from a few faniil- If the gypsies plead the right of propand Cheddar cheese they became fast ies to as many as five hundred or s i x ! erty against the proposed law. the\
hundred persons. There is no formal j " ’91 have a good ease, for no farmer
friends.
A few drinks in a Piccadilly bar, organization about these gatherings.; in England is going to let any law get
and then the well-dressed one offered They spring up in a night and grow on the statute book that interferes
a tempting proposition to the new ar into small towns within a few weeks, i " ’ith the full enjoyment of the rights
|Towards winter the little town begins j of property,
rival
He said he represented a rich Eng to decrease in population until it
lishman,
who wanted
and disappears.
MPM■
------------ to die poor, and dwindles away
” -g —
----- r i --------- These
was giving his estate to charity before temporary settlements are not planned
his deat.h The millionaire was anx- beforehand, yet a singular system of
lous to distribute some of his wealth civic discipline grows up in them;
Power on the farm has proved to be
and on the whole there is little ob
in America.
Unfortunately, he didn’t know how jection to them by the farmers and one of the greatest time and labor
to do it— didn’t know the usual organ peasants of the countryside. But if savers the farmer knows. Power in
Isatlons for distributing such funds, j things are missed on any of the farms , the home is one of the greatest of
If the bright young American would in the neighborhood or other unpleas boons to the busy housewife, but a re-;
agree to distribute $5,000 of
his antness arises a feud will spring up cent survey made by the United States j
money when he returned to the between the gypsies and the people of Department of Agriculture in 10,000 1
states, the agent would guarantee him the locality which will end only when homes, in the northern and western
the gypsies move on. Usually they States discloses the fact that but 15 !
a royalty of $500.
It would be necessary, however, that will be off at once if one of their per cent of the farm homes in the j
country have this advantage. Power j
he first deposit a small sum, say $200 fellows “gets into trouble.”
with the agent before he could be en
trusted with the $5,000.
Believe It or not. The victim cabled
America next day for funds and pre
sented the “agent” with the required
$200. He Is still waiting the agent’s
return to the rendezvous they named.
Another story relates an incident
that took place in Paris.
A good looking young American
walking along the boulevards, was
delighted to see a charming French
woman wave at him from a private j
limousine. The car halted a few yards j
along the curb, and the blond beauty j
waved again.
j
The young man joined her. She ex- 1
The best quality and at prices lower
plained she was fascinated by him at
than you can secure elsewhere.
You
sight; that she wanted to make his ac
quaintance. She radiated wealth; she
have everything to gain and nothing
suggested tea at a most expensive

ELECTRIC LIGHT
AND POWER REMOVE
DRUDGERY FROM HOME

J

H ave It Done Right
the First Time
Lightning Rods
Don’t let guess work and verbal promises decide your choice of

-------------------- Investigate--------------------Learn— W hy the C. B. F. R. Copper Covered Rod, with its famous, patent
ed, Dove Tail Coupling, and its many exclusive features should be the
--------------------------------- Lightning Rod of your choice----------------------------------

oa

Interesting Facts on
Lightning Rods— No. 1
The C. B. F. R. Lightning Rod— IS H O T DIPPED
G alvan izin g an article means to rust-p ro of it,

method of g a lv a n izin g can he relied upon to make

f o r Im m e d ia t e D e liv e r y

hotel.
The tea, which consisted mostly of
champagne, was an enormous success.
But a chill fell when the young man
mentioned the fact that he had only
600 francs left of all the money he had
started to Europe with.
Soon after the young woman, say
ing she would be gone a moment,
slipped away and disappeared.
The American paid 100 francs for
the champagne tea and was met at the
door by the angry chauffeur of the
limousine, who tendered a 250-franc
hill— the car having been hired by the

few

realize

that

only one

iron and steel actualv rust

proof— and that is the process of Hot I 'i p Galvanizing.
E v e r y section of our <\ B. F. R., Cole Brothers Fran klin Rod is dipped by the
Hot Galvan izing process and is manufactu red in the exp ectation that it will be
required to he used by, or near, salt water.

T h e re is no more exac tin g field as

reg ards corrosion than atmosp here affected by the ocean.
Something more than a mere film o f zinc is required to protect iron or steel
fro m this sort of corrosion, and it stands

to lose by placing your order at once
for your winter needs.

to

reason

THE

RUST

IS

C A P A C IT Y

P IE C E OF G A L V A N IZ E D

ROD T O

THE

T H IC K N E S S A N D

D I S T R I B U T I O N O F T H E Z I N C C O A T IN G .

EVEN

RE SIST

that

ANY

GOVERNED

OF
BY

T h e only sure way to obtain a h e a v y coating that is more than a mere film,
is to employ
tion.

For further particulars call

that

Purchasers are enthusiastic over the
Quantity of H eat received from
the small amount of Fuel con
sumed. O ne will give your home
a welcoming atmosphere.

HAMILTON-GRANT COMPANY, HOULTON, MAINE

process— note
the

this

v e ry

H ot

thus reducing

the

m an ufactu ring cost.

important

Galvan iz in g

Therefore ,

light

a

d istinc

process

is

coating

as

it follo ws logically,

the thinner coating of zinc, the sooner it will rust.

The C. B. F. R., Copper Covered Rod not only offers you the greatest pro
tection, but the endurance and resistance of the C. B. F. R. Rod to the
ravages of time and the elements, has set a standard of quality and service
not yet surpassed or obtained by any competitive Lightning Rod
Estimate of the 'cost of rodding your building with the original Cole
Brothers Franklin Rod cheerfully given without obligation

S. C . Shea
31 Spring Street

Houlton, Maine

Licensed Representative for the

W O O D & B IS H O P c o .
B A N G O R, M AIN E
Established !839

Galvan izing

Article No. 2 will be published shortly
Watch for it

Houlton, Maine

T h e M o d ern Sim plifier
o f th e H eatin g Problem

Hot

used, the main object o f all other processes is to apply as

G. W . Richards Co.
Phone 259

the

W hile a heav y coat must result wh en

possible,

PIPELESS
CLARION FURNACE

In PackagM of 10 Cigara each

but

Miller Lightning Rod Company
St. Louis

Established 1866

Missouri
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in an excel; "it exhibition of baseball,
the glamor of the big matched race T h e I ’ m b lcn i, hr K ( W i l l a r d )
between Directum J. ( 2.h l'i) of the Ret el* S y lz e r, Ii s (X cV t'l's )
sharing first honors with. tin1 big
I feature on ■the track. Tlfc third gam ' j Osgood’s Hand Maae Wedding Rings
Grand Circuit and .John R. Brad; ii 'D ie Kxpnsei', hr g iS li ii rn ii )
A la r m Clocks at Osgood’s and
Tim e
J. I :>1” , 2.12%. 2 .) 1 11;.
( 2.02%) the undefeated idol of Pres
was a farcical comic tragedy, in which I are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless Buy
save money.
2.14 T r o t , P u r s e $400
que Isle, detracted somewhat from the
jJoe Deusy's cohorts went the full
(Continued from page 1)
interest of the other events, a goo i A l f r e d K in e , Id g ( N e v e i s )
1 |length of the toboggan to a one-sided T y p e w r i t e r Ribbons fo r all Machines- Coupons for t y p e w r i t e r ribbons mav
2 defeat.
sized crowd came to watch and lelt K e n n e t h 1’,.. h h ( G a r r i s o n )
as well as Carbon Paper made b\
he exchanged at the TIMES office
B
o
n
i
e
r
I
’
rinee,
hg
(S
h
a
r
o
n
)
Ii 3
Ho u lto n 22, Presque Isle 6
some herd and purchased a herd of to praise on the other days.
Webster— There’s none better.
Cal for any machine.
rl'ime 2.1 f>j i . 2.1 I ' i , 2.1(By.
The opening days card was an
Hitting tiie hall all over the lot or send to TIMES Office.
Hereford*. ,
N a m e d R a c e , P u r s e $400
excellent one, featured by a six heat
the locals poled out a total of 21 hits
W h y pay big prices f o r D iam onds
Messrs D. M. Libby
Sons. I’roprs. race in the 2.22 class i:i which Manafin N u t w o o d K in n e y , eh s ( J a m i s o n )
I I scoring 22 runs and left the visitors P a rtie s w is hin g boys or girls to w ork
while Osgood is in business. See
of the Oak Ridge Farm in Amity, also finally drove Confection to a win over H a y w a r d W ilk e s , hr g ( N e V e r s )
him.
2 2 -;
far behind in the dust that the
their hoard or to do odd jobs, can
S
ign
a
t
ure,
hi'
s
(
I
la
nilin
)
a fast field, getting a hard battle fiom
showed some Hue young Herefords.
•! ;i 1 game' became a joke1 before it was learn of opportunities by applv to
.leki'ey. h g ( H o l m e s )
1 l ;; jhardly started. With the stick Pea Prin. E. H. Stover at Ricker Classical For Sale— My Residence on North St.
E. Shirley Benn, “Orchard Woods Chimes Tell Jr. frfun the Reed stab!"
' N in e 2 .IS'... 2 .1111,. 2.11! 11.
for particulars inquire of Marv
in Fort Fairfield and Cegautle Boy.
body, Royal, Jamison and Dcasy were Ins.
226
Farm" of Hodgdon showed a large' It was a three heat straight win for
Conlogue, Tel. 486-1
20tf
.the leaders for Houlton. while Orin
Mach
inery
herd of fine Jerseys.
,.
' Manafin in the 17 class behind Bing' ii
Good was the individual star for th ■ G irls W a n t e d f o r Clothes Pin Facto ry
Next in the line of tents below the up-country nine.
at Davidson. Good wages and stead\ Hudson 6-40 seven passenger for sale.
“The Meadow Fhrm, A. E.'Mooers, Worthy, while John Willard piloted
A good car will l»e sold cheap. O.
automobile show was the exhibit of
work.
Inquire at office of Summit
beautiful
Sacarose
to
the
same
result
in
the
Houlton
7,
Easterns
4
propr., also showed s^ome
A. Hodgins. Phone 186M.
tf
farm machinery in which the latest
Lumber
(
’ompany,
Houlton
or
write
With Harmon pitching airtight ba'l
Jerseys. Both he and Mr. fcenn
“ 'i^ / ^ K e y e s had all the glory to and most improved methods in labor for Houlton and eight men behind him to above Company at Davidson.
tf (
For Sale— One light one horse jig g er
prominent in the Jersey Cattle Assn. - j|jmsojr ()n the second day driving two saving devices for the farmer were every minute in the field and hitting
wagon, one two seat riding wagon.
and always have prize winners.
of his own horses, Saskia in the 2.2h on exhibition.
the hall when it counted, the Nasonites Second-hand Household F u r n i t u r e For For sale cheap. L. O. Ludwig. .
tf
The
display
of
farm
machinery
Sale
One
Oak
Parlor
Table
.
’
!2x
.6,
got the second Fair game against the
Robert Kidney of Hartland, N. B. a»d
Millar in the 2.27 to wins
Two
Black
Walnut
Tables
19x29,
one
and also bringing in Little Anna S. exhibited by the Putnam Hardware Easterns of South Brewer by
the
For Sale— One C herry Bed Room Set
showe d 18 head of Holsteins and from tiie Reed stable in front of the Company attracted a good deal of at
score of 7-4. Peahodv behind the but Morris ('hair leather upholstering, one
Spring and Mattress in good condi
tention.
The
International
Harvester
Ayrshires.
field in the 2.15 mixed class in five
and Joe Deasv conducting himself in Mission rocking chair, one Wash Bowl tion. Inquire at TIMES office.
33
C. W. Walker of Canton. Me., the heatts after losing the first two. The Company products were shown. The his best baseball manner on first and and Pitcher, three Parlor Lamps, B. &
8-16 kerosene tractor, potato digger, Forest Royal. ex-Dolby player, on the H. Burners, one Small Wall Book-case
2.15
furnished
a
thrill
for
the
crowd.
only down state exhibitor, had a large
Hanson with Buster Boy getting the engines, P and O gang plows, trucks keystone sack constituted the change Window Shades for 12x26 and 12x24 or Gentlemen looking fo r a nice room,
and .beautiful herd of Holsteins.
handy to town can he accomodated.
first two heats.
In the third heat of different sizes and the primrose in the line-up that made a strong smaller windows.
For information
L. G. Ludwig showed a small herd f Little Anna S. came up from behind cream separator. The Iron Age line team in operation and the feat of get apply to TIMES office.
22 Lights and bath. Applv to C. G.
Lunt, TIMES office.
of ting the best of a team composed of
of Jersey cattle.
and coming down the strettch at the of farm implements consisting
A G. Mills of Moneicello, a nice ! entl ot
^rst half Hanson turned Robbins planters, engine, diggers and nearly all college hall players was no
A Valued Subscriber says “ E very tim e
.
' #
a♦
i out and•left too much space between potato sprayers also occupied a promi mean trick. Houlton landed on the
herd of Aberdeen Angus stock.
iij8 su|ji y
an(i ttjle pQie andJamieson nent position, while the Oliver Plow
that I have used these columns for
delivery of Fowles in the opening
We wish to express our thanks to selling articles, they have been sue
Oscar
Shirley and Sons ofWest With Earl
North sneaked up and took Companies’ hand plows, sulky plows, frame and sent him to the showers
the members of Houlton Grange No. cessful.” Try them.
Houlton exhibited a nice herd of short-, the pole position. The result was a gang plows and manure spreaders and ('hick Meader,
fast
Villunova
16 who contributed the various articles
horn cattle headed by a beautiful bull mixed tangle on the turn at the start completed the show.
College twirler and rated when in
to make up the exhibit of Houlton A m ateu r finishing and developing 35c
Fred Harrison showing the Eastern
. . . . . . 11,1
. rw„u„v,f of the third quarter with
Hanson
18 mos. old bred at "Hearts Delight |)ur|e(1 un(ler h'orS(,s am, 8ulkyg. No. Tractor Company prodults for which prep school as one of the best that Grange at the Houlton Fair.
per roll, 6 or 8 exposure. Reprints
ever came out of Maine, succeeded
We also wish to thank the members 5c each. Cash with order. Try us
he is the agent in Houlton. In this Fowles on the mound, but the hoys
Farm" in New York.
, body was hurt, however, and both the
Henry Hall & Sbns of the Highland horses finished thte race, but Little same booth was seen the Liberty and had. no difficulty in finding his fast who assisted us in arranging the |on your next roll.. Eagle Photo* C o ,
exhibit.
] P. O. Box 934, Portland, Me.
929p
Farm had a fine herd of Jerseys.
Anna stepped away with the deciding Cadillac cars. Mack trucks, Cletrac one when a hit meant a run.
Mrs. H. B. Crawford
and Holt tractors and Orrington trail
For Houlton the work of Royal at
-Q. Bf. Lee of Littleton showed he^ u,.sd^v was the Ws ,iay (,„• the er as well as the complete line of
Mrs. W. K. Putnam
F arm ers should keep th e ir accounts
second and with the hat was the
Mrs. Guy C. Porter
a small
herd of fine Holsteins.
race fan8>
With the feature drawing Oliver farm implements.
from day to day and use the account
feature, while Deasv at first played
Winthrop Robinson
The Peahodv Potato Carrier Com errorless hall and Peabody’s snappy
H. G.
Green of Hodgdon hada few card in the matched race
between
books sold at the TIMES office.
F.
A.
Barton
Directum J. (2.01%) of the Grand pany with a demonstration of this work behind tiie bat brought out a
fine Herefords, all young stock.
II. B. ('rawford
Circuit and John R. Braden (2.02%) product which is manufactured in
350 A.— 90 A. tillag e, 75 A. pasture,
Robt. T. Peabody of West Houlton of Presque Isle. It was a history Houlton and which has been found to hunch of praise from the. rooters.
Committee on Exhibit
For
file
visitors
the
work
of
Johnny
balance timber.
125 apple. Com
showed a beautiful Holstein bull making meeting between these two he such a great boon to fanners in all
fortable house, barn, room for 25 head
Lampher, Colby College backstop ot
great horses and furnished the crowd sort Ions or t i e country conic next.
v,,arS- (lutsh(mt. u„,
while,
besides some grade stock.
of stock. On State road 8 mi. to
T lie 1,ray MannfactunnK ( ompany |)vp,.
La Rl„. als„
in r o r l ho i
Mr. Blackman of Springfield, Mass, of fully 25.000 people that crowded
Harmony. Well watered, good for all
every inch of available space around from tin souther" pari o( the state
<)f
fav„ ni,,lo eoinnienl.
kinds of crops. Farm and tools $5,250
acted as Judge, of the cattle and the track, with a set of thrills and had a very interesting demonstration
terms to suit purchaser.
Will sell
H
o
u
lto
n
10,
M
o
n
tice
llo
17
!
satisfied all exhibitors by his fairness gaSpS that were heard for miles of an attachment
for automobiles
all stock on farm if wanter. Add.
The end of this baseball series for
in distributing the ribbons.
i around. The Presque Isle horse drew placed under the rear wheels. It was
owner. Geo. F. Clark, Cambridge, Me.
Th* Midway
the I)()le an(l they wert*
almost so arranged that anything could he tiie Houlton Fair came in a blaze ot
or come and see it.
236
run by a belt connected up and the disgrace and what might have been
The Midway, the great play ground
Qn the first heat on the top of the simplicity of the operation of it was a good record was changed to read ;
W e w ant a lady or gentlem an agent
down instead of up. The only im-1
for visitors, was a monster affair this streteh the second time around, the remarkable.
to handle city trade in Houlton and
The Niagara potato sprayer using
year which occupied every inch of sulkys locked wheels breaking one
other vacant cities. This is a wonder(Continued
on
page
8)
of
the
Braden
dry
hordeaux
mixture
was
an
interestavailable space on the grounds, and wheel from the sulky
f o r C h ild re n and Grown-ups.
No
j till opportunity as you will he retailing
horse so that it dragged to the wire, |mg feature.
Used all through the
here could he found all of the games allowing Page to win in 2.16M:. hut it : south in the cotton and tobacco crops
i the genuine J. R. Watkins Products
Alcohol of Dangerous Drugs
! including
Watkins
Cocoanut
Oil
of chance and skill and strngth, all was only by cool driving by both 1this device is gradually gathering a
!
Shampoo,
Garda
Face
Powder,
Fruit
drivers
that
a
had
spill
was
averted.
;
following
in
Aroostook
county
and
R
E
N
U
Y
U
is
sold
by
the
doing a good lively business.
Drinks and over* 127 other products.
Most everybody you met carried a In the second heat the black pacer there are fifty already in operation in
: Writ*' today for free
sample and
was again in front to the wire because this county.
“baby doll,” a trophy of their skill.
'particulars. The J. R. Watkins Comof the nervouseness of John R who
A great deal of credit
for the “ W h e n I Got T a n la c I t W a s T h e
) puny, 68 New York. N. Y.
226p
The riding devices carried record jumped at the shadow the three ‘ excellent arrangement of the exhibit
Beginning of the End of My
crowds, while the Sam Cohen shows quarter pole on the
second
trip |of machinery is due to Mr. A1 Putnam.
m i n i m , m m ...... ................................ .... ................. .......... ...................
h n *11j 11 n r; ii rrn i j i 11 r«) r(i ri u k 11 rii ti tm 11 ti in f: ii ri m in fim *tn ( ^
T r o u b le s .” He Says.
drew large audiances at each per around. Willard was in front in the who was superintendent of this de
partment of the Fair.
third
and
fourth
heat
and
then
John
formance. There were freaks galore,
Characteristic of the statements
Page let out on the grand circuit fiver
Basebal I
a five legged calf, a 48 lb. pony and and won by a neck in a thrilling finish.
which have made Tanlac a household
In the three ball games during the
others all doing a good business.
The horses started on tiie last heat
word on tli*' r utire continent is that
!
The midway was a mass of happy nose to nose with John R. at the pole. four days of the Fair the local team
Wesi
a
way
of
Dei
roit
of
Albert
A.
I
got
two
out
of
three
contests,
winnina
Jostling humanity out for fun which and a blanket could have covered both from Presque Isle in the opening engineer in tli e noted States Li.yiH
horses all the way around and not
could be found on every side. It was been moved. In the brush with both game by a score of 22 to 2 in a name 1louse Service. wlio is waiting in I’ort- |
a midway to suit the most discriminat drivers teaming their hardest on the devoid of excitement tthat dovelopmi laud. Me., for 1lie opettiuu of uaviaa
wish to announce to my friends
ing patron, and during the entire home stretch, however, the strength into a swatfest with Houlton ha vine
1ia 111 ship to the 1a k«■s.
lieu
t(i
lake
a
twenty-one
safe
hits
to
their
ermiu
and
the public that I have taken
week not one word of criticism was of the bigger horse told and when it and allowing their opponents but six. He is stopping at 126 Lark St., I’ori2
was over barrels of money changed
over the Houlton Battery Service
heard.
hands, much to the satisfaction of The game for the sf’T'onii day was land.
In relat inu his experience he I
cancelled
and
on
the
third
day
the
The free platform performances the many Houlton fans who hacked
Station located cn Bangor Street.
|
fast Easterns of Sou'h Broun - ’.-'eat said :
Were of high order and at each ap- the black hoist'.
I
"Like
so
many
others
1
was
hdt
by
down to defeat before the Nasonites
I intend to give my patrons the
pearance they were greeted with loud
K,amor ot the ’’iff nice rather
tbo 'flu' in a wo;il\ and debilitated
.
...
.. ,
detracted trom tne interest ot the rest
applause. The committees were tortu- ()(the t.ar<1. ,)Ut ,„Hh
,.v,.„,s „
very best in Battery Service.
i iintiit ion. It seemed to sap my
nate in securing an added attraction interesting. Donald Keith, the blind
stroimth so that I bad no power of
W e want your work and guar
a comedy bar act which pleased every- pacer, took three straight m the
r.'( uperal ion. I had awful headacheDallas
antee satisfaction.
body. The Weldanos were the top 2.20 class while Commodore
it: the back of my head and th e y
..
.
j
i j
*
finally heat out College
Swift
for
Hnere, two men and a lady performer flrst
|n
sist|)
W e carry a full line of Exide
c a m e on without warning, sometimes
in their aeroplane specialty.
; 2.17 mixed race after Northern Belle
striking in* in the middle of the night.
Batteries.
DeRenzo and Ladue had a double was drawn on account of lameness
I really began to fear my days were
act of comedy apd athletic skill th at: 'vitht two heats to her credit,
numbered, as nothing helped me.
The last days racing
was tim e
made a hit with the crowd.
"Lucky for me. one day in Windsor.
parades as it took hut three heats
The Fireworks man fulfilled his lor any horse to win. Billy Wilcox
Out.. I saw Tanlae in a druggists
contract to the letter. He promised was the object of interest when he
window, and remembering some tbinus
4 bang ttty display and it was all of outfooted The Problem in the 2.12
f had heard about it I bought a bottle.
class.
that with the accent on the “bang”
That proved to he the heginninc of
The four days summaries are as
lor his aerjhi' bombs were the best
tiie end of my troubles. 1 was feeling
follows:
over.
like a different man after the tir-i
2.17 T r o t , P u r s e $500
Prof. Cates of Newburyport, Mass. Min gen W orthy, bg ( I b m i f i n )
t t t
few doses. To put my experience in
£ave each day thrilling parachute Braves, brg <<’ami-mri)
P. E. McGary
a nut shell. Tanlae did a hundred per
'drops after going up two thousand Zelma Strong, bm ( K e y e s )
cent job for me and mail*' mi* as well
T i m e — 2.151,. 2. I 8 C.. 1’. 17>•*.
feet. His work was clean cut and all
and strong as [ ever was. It’s my
2.30 P a c e , P u r s e $500
Jn good sight of the onlookers.
l i
Sacarose, bm (Willard)
‘standby* now, and T take a dose
^ J;)) st n i ), n n ); r n 11f 11 i u j f f t f t ((11f t ( i ((t f i : f : f 11 u t n », f ;
11r r 11r 111 f i nm t 1111 t i l ' 111 r11i f n r rf i 11 n 11f t u r i *r: 11
: i f it ( t 11
i -: i ' ti 11mt f 11ii f it nm i »; r *i - • - ■
I 'J
Nor thern Lily, him (G arrison)
Pulling Horses
occusionuly just to keep in condition.
High
Knob
Beauty,
tun
(Sharon)
2
t
This event is rapidly gaining a
I am a firm believer in it”
Billy O'Donna, bg ( H o m e s )
3 3
recognition as one of the big events
Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
T i m e — 2.15. 2.16%. 2.1 tK ,
of the Fair and during the periods
2.22 T r o t a n d P a c e , P u r s e 8400
West End Drug Store; Bridgewater.
when the tests were made thousands Contention, bm ( H a m 
Bridgewater Drug Co.: Oakfield, L. A.
lin)
2 r> l l :’
of Interested spectators crowded the
Barker
Co.; Ludlow, O. A. Stevens;
Chimes T ell Jr. big
i i !i iH l i . ' ' i i i i i i i i i M i i . . . i : : ; n i : n
: 1111 i ’ . m mi n 111 m i u t m 111 >j 1111111 m ' i h 11 it i n i 1m m m111 m 11 n tn m n 1111' it 111111 n i m 111111111111111 n t ii i m f it m111111
ropes enclosing the pulling ring.
Ashland, W. C. Bowley; New Lim
(W illard)
*i 1 3 t I
Messrs Tingley. Ebbett and Peabody Cegaulte Boy, hs
erick. Hoar (Sr Sutherland.
All carried in stock--W e also take
(G arris on)
12 2 2 2
who had charge of the events, handled
Sis
Meters,
brm
(
S
t
e
w

the crowd and the teams so that every
orders for Developing and Printing
a r t)
t f> :: m
body had a fair chance.
Gulnara. 1dm (l>oh*-rof Films and Plates
The pulling ring was in tip top
ty)
f>
4 f> ro
condition due to the fine work done |K*>*jna v.. bm K*
by Mr. Geo. W . Small who had pre- Bobby Lee (S m it h )
1HL
Tim*— 2.20’j
■19!i.
2D,
pared tnb ground for the tests.
2. 20 L So many entries for this event
2.20 T r o t , P u r s e $500
I
necessitated the making of a new Buskin, bs (K**y**s)
class viz. horses under 1400 lbs., and Brussells I >i 11f>n. bg. * Willard i
T h e Ma tmi'. hs * I La y i; turn I )
In the elimination trials Henry Mc Hose11a M cKinney, hr tn. ( T a y 
Laughlin took first prize. Herbert
lo r)
<>ld <llory, htf t Xmit h i
Russell second prize.
111i lt 111i l l n I ; m :.
1111MtM111 H 111‘ MIt M111 i 1111IIJ11M11Ml II11 111111*tMMMII tt; ft tr; |;:; >; j <) I j TI r f: MM MrMI»IMIM m I! MtMl I ritMMIM ml tlMI MM! Mt ill !
Single horses: Charles Murray, 1st Mis^ P eter S|dan. Im ( H;i ni ■
t;
tin)
prise; Wm. Theriault. 2nd prize.
T i m e 2. BiG, 2.! *’>1 . 2. ! ♦’■
Heavy horses: Uriel Rhoda of Hodg
2.27 T r o t , P u r s e $500
l i
don 1st prize, Linwood Rhoda of I.nu Millar, hr m. t Ket e - )
Hodgdon 2nd prize, Town team driven Baton, hr k * Nason t
Miss Talhot. nr tn. ( \. \ i t s i
by Mr. Ritchie took 3d prize.
Adm ira l Harris, hg ( G a r r i 
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CARD OF THANKS

j

ENGINEER THINKS
HE IS LUCKY MAN

WEST END DRUG STORE

mi

Announcement

Do Not Forget
to P a y y o u r

ELECTRIC LIGHT

BILL

Houlton Battery Service |

Before Saturday

j

m

j

j

m

m

m mm

m

m

m

m

m

hm

m m

mh

Sept. 10

Cameras, Kodaks, Supplies

a n d s a v e 12 1 2 p e r c t.
H o u l t o n W a t e r C o.

j

Attention of Farm
ers w ith T ractors

Bridgewater Drug Company

m

Sheep and 8wlne
Every pen in both the sheep and
awlne houses were filled this year.
Mr. Robt. Kidney of Hartland, N B.
had a splendid showing of the various
grades of sheep including Oxfords.
Shropshires. Dorsetts. Lincolns, Lei
cester, Cottswolds, 20 pens' in all.
O. A. Benn of Hodgdon showed six
pens of improved white Chester pigs,
while Robt. Kidney of Hartland, N. B.
Jersey Reds and ©erksheres.
Cavalcade of Prise W inner*
Friday, the final day of the Fair,
the day looked forward to by the blue
ribbon winners as the chance to show
off the prize stock, drew a fair sized
crowd and as fast as the stock was
Made reedy for the parade it was
brought out on. the track.
The Houlton band led the proces
riding in state behind one of the
Wentworth
Machinery
Co’s
Cleo
tractors on a large wagon. The prize
winners nearly circled the track and
presented a fine appearance as every
$ntmal was “dolled up” for the

sion

Occasion.
Races
The trotting committee of the Houltoti Fair Association deserves an extra
l a m b ln o rib b o n for the unequalled
card of horse races that were display
ed for the entertainment of the Fair
visitors. Each race on each day was
a* fast and eseiting event, and while

son )
P e te r Verde, eh g. (Ila n ilin )
L e a v e tta North, ton ( W i l 
lard)
T i m e —2. IS P. 2.17*4. 2. 16'..2.15 T r o t a n d

Pace,

l

2

O you realize that the cost of owning
a “Keystone” grain thresher, when
you have the power, is much cheap
er than giving tne required ‘tcT of
the regular threshers

2. HP
P u r s e $500
L'

I
I

I
*>
■'>

:: ::
::

T h ir d Day
M a t c h , P u r s e $2,000

Directum J.. hi s, by ( ’ hanibertin, ( P a g e )
1 12
2 1
J o h n K. Braden, bs, by John
K. Gentry, ( W i l l a r d )
2 2 11
2
T i m e 2.16'*, 2.I L L . 2.0'Mi, 2.11U. 2.KM*.
2.20 T r o t a n d

Flour just arrived.

l t
2 3
:: 2
4 t

1
2
;;
4

(Keyes)
Don Q., brg, (N a s o n )
R oy al M cKin ney “ am!

4

1 2

6 13

Call up and let us figure this with
you

Try a bag of this flour.

1

12

2

l 2 2 3 3m
3 f> 1 4 m
Fern Hal also

started.
T i m e — 2.13V4. 2.1 3 2 .13%,

2.16%, 2.20%

2 . 20 % .

Fourth Day
2.12 Trot and Pace, Purse $500
B illy Wilcox, bg (Gar rison)

1 1 1

.

Best No. 2 Yellow Corn, Cracked Corn or Corn
Meal, half toh lots or more, per cwt.
$ 2.10
Less quantities, per cwt.
2.25
Good Western Oats, old crop, per bu.
75c
Puritan Flour, in wood, per bbl.
11.00
Puritan Flour, in 1-8 paper, per bbl.
10.25
Puritan Flour, 2 4 ^ lb. bag
1.30

P ac e,, P u r s e $500

Com mo dore Dallas, bg.
(Jam ison)
North ern Belle, bm, (G ar
rlson)
College Swift, big,

.

This Corn is as fine as any we have ever seen.
Our cash prices while this lot lasts are as follows

You can also thresh when you need
the grain and have the other ’ condi
tions right, and not have to wait
reveral days for your turn with some
other machine.

P a c e , P u r s e $500

Donald Keith, bg. (S t e w a r t )
L i t t l e Peter, eh g, (D ou se)
Queen Petress, bm. ( W i l l a r d )
Mon ey Man, bl s, ( K e y e s )
K a r a K. also started
T i m e — 2.15' . , 2.144*. 2. H ' t .
2.17 T r o t a n d

Shipment of Oats, Corn and

:

.in*.

S pecial

Flour and F eed

t
r,

L ittle Anna S.bm i K e y e s )
Buster Boy. chg, (H an so n ) l
Kart N or til, hr g ( .la mison » 2
Prin ce pepper Id g (Gar ri4
s on)
Jack the Clipper l>g ( L o u s e ) ::
T i m e —2.12m, •M l . 2. PC

ii

If jt dose not please,

bring us the empty bag and get your money

!*/

A. M. Stackpole, Jr,

A . H. Bradstreet & Son

Bridgewater, Maine
^

Bridgewater, Maine

_
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BEN GREEN MAKES
LARGE RENOVATIONS

i;inm111!111111m..........................................................

1

I n t e r e s t

Extensive repairs are being made
by B. S. Green in his local store,
mmiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii ‘iminiimmnminiiiiihhhmmiimiiii? which when completed, will make it
one of the best in this section of the
Airs. H. E. Kimball, is confined to
Subscribers should bear in
country.
An overhead passageway
her bed with illness.
from the present downstairs store to
mind that all subscriptions are
Miss Vesta Chadwick of Boston is
! the second story over the West End
payable in advance and the pa in town visiting friends.
i Drug Store will lead to a beautifully
per will be discontinued at ex
William O’Donnell, manager of the ! finished room whic h is to be devoted
piration. Notice of such expira ! A, and P. store of Rockland, was in wholly to suits and overcoats. An
tion will be sent out the First of |town for the week-end.
1indirect lighting system will furnish
i Special communication of Monu- j illumination and around the four walls,
each month.
j mhnt Lodge F. & A. M. Wednesday ! " d l be roomy compartments which
Olhn B. Smart Is building a new ‘ evening at 7 o’clock. Work E. A . , " ill house all the suits and overcoats.
j The newly finished up stairs will
residence on Weeks AVe. on the south degree
«Me.
Midshipman Ralph Burleigh ()f also have a department of trunks and
o

c

a

1921
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SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT

one of the cheapest per mile per year mnimnniinnnnnninnnniniininnimiiiiiiniiininiiiiiNiiiHiniNHiintiinii
of service. This roadway will be i:i
| ! Ite m s of M o re th an Passing
September Term, 1921. Held at
the form of a continuous slab in inches
Caribou, Alt*. Sept. 6, 1921.
^
in thickness.
Drainage* will he pro 1 | ^ I n t e r e s t t a k e n f r o m O u r
HON.
GEORGE
M.
HANSON, |vided so that the* sub-soil will r e t a i n
Justice Presiding.
j its uniform consistency, and then*
MI CHAEL AI. CLARK. Clerk.
! will be none* of the setting or break
W A L T E R B. CLARK, Deputy Clerk.' ing through which is the curse of the* i -,iiminiiiimlimnminnilinmimininiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiimiiuiiHmiunmmir
REV. EDWARD C. AIcALLISTER, improperly laid concrete road.
A fra!) apple tree at the rear of a
Chaplain.
This will be built in a location local residence has lately undergone
CECIL ( ’ LAY, Reporter.
Because of the
leadily accessible from all parts of a strange change.
EDAIUND W. GRANT, Sheriff.
the country for purpose of inspection ; ,lxtl'f',lie heat and drought the leaves
ROB IE J. EVERETT. Deputy Sheriff and will he designed to carry the have turned yellow and many have
GEORGE W. GRAVES, Deputy maximum amount of traffic which can ( dropped off. The recent rains have
Sheriff.
he expected of any country road. This apparently caused the tree to change
OTIS E. DAVIS. Deputy Sheriff.
is based upon an average daily traffic its mimI about the seasons, for it has
MORGAN BENNETT, Deputy Sher
of 15,000 passenger cars, traveling a t , now begun to blossom.— Piscataquis
iff.
25 miles per hour, and 5000 motor Observer.
ARCHIE ST. PETER, Deputy Sheriff trucks, traveling at 10 miles per hour.
CHARLES NORELL, Messenger.
S. L. Black of Boston, who was in
Although the roadway itself will be
Fa.
Fairfield when Green Bros, put
TR A V E R S E JURORS
hut 40 feet wide, it has been found ad
on
their
big sale there
Saturday.
Names
Residence visable to secure a right of way at
Westfield least 100 feet wide. This additional sa^s ^ " as the biggest sale he ever
Edwin W. Allen
Island Falls right of way will make possible the Sa" ’
anybody knows a big sale
Fred R. Berry
p rank Bouchard
Ashland eventual widening of the ideal stretch : when he sees it, Mr. “ Sam” Black
p av Brawn
Oakfield of road, and will provide for the ( does.— Star-Herald.

x ch anges

Dr. Philip Harrison of Pittsburg, Annapolis is spending two weeks with ! ' tlr^ses'
rHie present store will contain the
Pa. is visiting at the home of Mr. and ^is parentSi ]\jr. and Mrs. Preston N.
remainder
of the stock.
Mrs. Fred N. Vose.
J Burleigh.
Miss Fern Briggs of this town has
Misg Qpal Ingrahami a graduate*
accepted a position as teacher in the
nurse0f the Presque Isle General
In all the leading theatres in the
Bridgewater schools.
j hospital,
is spending a few clays in
United States from Sept. 5tli to Sept.
Miss Elizabeth Kirkpatrick of Ban- town with relatives,
that
is Enoch Brostrom
New Sweden construction of plazas or “ turn-outs” j
--------gor is the guest of Mrs. James
Miss Kathleen Hagerman left Tues- 10th is Paramount week,
every
picture
that
is
shown
during
William E. Brown
Eagle Lake at frequent intervals, at which vehicles j Hey, there Aroostook!
Did you
Hantoigan, Gteen street.
day morning for Portland where she
that week has the Paramount trade Ephraim Burtsell
Castle Hill may
be turned
aside for tire-changing i see that story from Washingtonthat
G, F. Sawtelle and wife ofDexter, will enter the St. Barnabas hospital
mark on it which means 100%. Just Birdsel Byron
Linneus , and the like. The view of intersect-;
Potato crop will be 100,000,000
Me. were in town taking in the Fair to train for a nurse,
take a glance at the following pictures Willie V. Coffey
Presque
Isle
ing
roads
is
to
he
undisturbed
for
500
*ess
this year than last and thatthey
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mrs. Clayton A. Stover and son
that are being offered this week at Eddie Cyr
Madawaska
feet
on
either
side
of
the
crossing,
j
expect
to make up the deficit with
Lane. '
Allan of Skowhegan were the weekthe Temple.
Fort
Kent
j
which
means
that
all
buildings,
trees
|
rice?
How’s
your spuds cornin’ ? Can
Docite
Daigle
Mrs. B. H. Brown and two children end guests of their brother, John
Tues., Dorothy Gish in “ The Ghost J. AI. Darling
Sherman and shrubs will be removed for that j -vou save Alaine from the chink feed?
have returned from a trip to New Philbrick on Court street.
in the Garrett."
F. J. Estabrook
Alars Hill distance in all four directions. The j Waterville Sentinel.
York state, where she has been since
Miss Annie Peabody, who has been
Wed., Richard Barthelmess (who is A. C. Frost
Limestone roadway will he artificially illumina*-!
______
June.
visiting her brother Frank, returned the star in "Way Down East” ) in
John Gagnon
Frenchville ed at night. All electric wires, inelud-! The English language
IS to be
Nelson Astle, who hasresigned
his to Portland Monday, called there by “ Experience.”
Caribou ing lighting, power, telegraph a n d ! made
J. S. Gould
compulsory
in
the
common
position as operator in the Powers the death of Miss Baxter.
Thurs., Fatty Arbuckle
in “ The B. S. Grant Jr.
Presque Isle telephone, will be laid underground.
schools of Germany.
The Germans
Theatre, Caribou, arrived home WedVote “ No” on Amendment No. 2 Traveling Salesman.’
Harold Hillman
Littleton
_____________
apparently have abandoned all hopes
nesday.
. next Tuesday and thus he assured of
Fri., Thos. Meighan in “ The Easy Lenord S. Kinney
Fort Fairfield
of making German
compulsory in
Dr. and Mrs. Chapman and Mr. and a system of Trunk Lines to connect Road.”
Erick Larsson
Stockholm
English-speaking
schools.—
Lewiston
Mrs. Harry Chapman
Bangor were State aid and market roads,
Sat., Billy Burke in “ The Educa- AI. P. Lynch
Easton
Journal.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B. Dunn
E c McLaughlin, who is now em- tion of Elizabeth."
C C. AIcKay
Perham
Internal revenue collections from j
-------An assortment of pictures that W. A. Alargerson
last week.
ployed as machinist in the B. & AI.
Woodland
all
sources
during
the
fiscal
year
1921
!
Frosts
in
Alassachusetts
last week
Hon. and Mrs. John'M. Deering of round house Boston, is in town for a appeal to old and young alike. Not Eloi Alartin
Fort Kent
decreased more than $812,000,000 as |greatly damaged the cranberry crop
a
dull
moment
in
the
whole
week.
8aco were In town on Thursday on’ short visit with old friends,
Arthur G. AIilIs
Alonticello
compared with the previous year more evidence that Aroostook is the
H. S. Alitton
his way by auto to the northern part
Qn account of the death of Governor
Caribou
while the cost of collection advanced best country in the world in which
Haynesville
Robert Aloody
Of the county.
! Baxter’s sister in Portland on Sunday
from 55 cents to SS cents for each |to lire.— Aroostook Republican.
Connor
John Alorin
Miss Eugenia Murray left Saturday his trip to Aroostook County will he
$10b collected, according to a prelimi-:
,,
_____________
St. Francis PI.
for Boston where she will resume her postponed for a few weeks,
For an exemplification of team work Holair Nadeau
nary statement issued bv Commission-! _ _
Blaine er Blair .
work for the winter doing Lyceum
Dl. and Mrs G P
c’assidv are the committee for the 10th annual Harry Noble
|
Alauriee
H.
Peabody
Houlton
•nd festival work.
receiving congratulations on the ar- Fair takes the blue ribbon.
Total collections for 1921 amounted 1
Fort Fairfield
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Gilpatrick of rival of a son, horn at the Aladigan
Pres. Benn and Secy. Leighton Robert Lee Plummer
to $4,595,000,765 against $5,407,580,251
Houlton
Davidson are receiving congratula- hospital Alonday, August 29th.
were on the job every minute. Alessrs Lewis H. Porter
in 1921. while income and profits < The Gladys Klark players, who
I. oredo Rouse
Washburn
Ervin
and
Feelev,
the
trotting
com
taxes
yielded $2,225,790,658, compared were at the Temple the last three days
tions on the birth of a daughter which
All the Women as well as good busiCharles Scott
Hodgdon
week,
pleased
the
large
with >$2,956,986,008 the previous year, of the
arrived last week.
ness men and broadminded men all mittee were hosts in themselves. Airs.
Ala
sard
is
J.
Allen
Smith
audiences
with
their
splendid
present
and miscellaneous taxes produced
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Billings left Sur,- over the state are sure to vote NO Ebbett and Air. Robinson at the exhibi
Portage Lake
tion building kept everything humming Louis Stevens
$1,869,210,112 against $1,450,644.24S in ation of new and up-to-date plays.
day by auto for the northern part of on amendment No. 2 next Tuesday.
Grand
Isle
Joseph
H.
Therriault
The company is well balanced and
192(1.
•the state where Mr. Billings will
Frev an(1 daughter Alary, who Howard Tingley and Dr. Ebbett in the
Audbur E. Thompson
Lud low
always
have a hearty welcome when
pulling
ring.
Alessrs.
Benn
and
Alooers
Receipts from the national prohibi
spend his vacation.
have been visiting Airs. Frey’s sister
Crystal
visiting Houlton.
at the cattle sheds. Alessrs AIcGinley A. H. White
tion
act
during
1921
wen*
$2,152,088
Hartley Stewart left for Boston Mrs. John H. Brooks on Alilitary St..
Charles Whited
Bridgewater
and Small at the horse sheds. Alessrs
as compared with $641,029 collected |
* Saturday night where he has accepted returned to her home in Pittsburg
Grin
Winslow
Alaploton
Rogers
and
Thomas
at
the
poultry
during the previous fiscal year.
In
a position as instructor in the Bryant- Alonday.
sheds were full of pep, and best of all
addition
(
’ommissioner
Blair
estimat-»
Stratton Businefs College.
, Air. aiKi ^Irs. Amos Rowe started
the splendid order throughout the
ed that collections
made
by the
Do you want the Trunk Line roads Sunday by auto for their home in
Fair under the supervision of special
justice department from fines and
that are now in process of construct- Haverhill, Alass. after spending two
policeman R. T. Peabody and his corps
forfeitures for violations of the act
ion and uncompleted, finished? If so weeks with Airs. Rowe’s mother, Airs,
of assistants.
^
All motorists an* unbod in their would approximate $ 2 . 5 <m i , O i m i .
▼ote NO on amendment No. 2.
Alary Lincoln.
I’ll say it was some team work and belief as to what constitutes a perfect
Maine. $14,458,852 and $17,822,985.1
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Hussey of Bangor
Airs. Edna Hussey left Alonday the 1921 Fair will go down in history roadway.
New Hampshire, $8,802.68.’, and $ln,J
were in town last week and enjoyed evening for Cambridge. Alass. wher * as a “ humdinger."
They will say that it must lie of 281.466.
j
-the races and attractions at the Fair, she with her two
daughters
will
sufficient, width to accommodate all
Vermont $4.S08,870 and $6,255,281. j
being the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. spend the winter, having spent the
traffic at varying speeds of travel:
Alassachusetts, $214,056,100 a n d ! No easier way to make money.
YL Harvey.
summer months onCape Cod.
that it must be of adequate strength S2.5S.S96.861.
j $1.00 invested in Hogtone will produce
The Misses Louise and Ruby Vose
Alias Stella Briggs of Houlton left
at least 20% more pork. You take no
to carry this traffic without
rapid
Rhode
Island.
$26,069,809
and
$42.The following letter has been receiv
o f New York City and Miss Rena of the first of the week for Boston
deterioration of the foundation
or 221.079.
|chances in buying Hogtone as we
Pittsburg, Pa., are spending their where she will complete at the Bryant ed from the state representative of surface in any kind of weather; that
Uonneeticut. $49,187,116 and $71,-! stand behind it. If it does not do as
racation with their parents, Mr. and Stratton school the secretarial course the veterans bureau hv Aubrey H. it must he smooth, with well hanked, 872,2 , S S .
claim, it does not cost you one
! we
Dyer, Post Adjutant of the American
Mrs. Fred Vose.
started at Houlton High School.
cent. Can you afford to let your hogs
easy curves; and, lastly, that it must
Legion.
go without it?
appeal to the esthetic eye of the
Miss Jean Dickison, who has been
Attorney General R. W. Shaw re
F ifty -F ifty
To the committee men:
$1.00 a quart bottle
motorist
and
be
provided
with
neat
riding Instructor at the East Pond turned Saturday from Colorado where
In view of the fact that the veterans
Two girls unfamiliar with baseball
shoulders and drains, and plantings •
camps near Oakland during the sum- with Airs. Shaw they have been visitbureau is sending a squad of govern
were watching the local nine play a
along the sides, which will help to
mer, is at home for a few weeks be- ing their son George. Mrs. Shaw will
visiting team last Saturday.
ment representatives to Houlton, Ale.
hold the sail in place, reduce dust
fore returning to school.
remain in the west for some time.
Sept. 19 to 24 inclusive,
for the
“ Isn’t that fine?" remarked one girl.
greatly
increase
the
scenic
GeQ. J. Cummings of this town, who
p. r . AIcCone, formerly connected purpose of examining and treating and
“ We have a man on every base."
graduated from Bowdoin in June, has with the Customs Dept, here and now all applicants in need of medical beauty.
Get it at M unro's
"Why, that's nothing,” said the oth
Such a road, meeting the ideal of
accepted the principalship of Bridge- doing similar duty in Portland, is in assistance and attendance, also to
er, "so have thev.”
water Classical Institute and will take town for a few weeks substituting for adjust Compensation and Insurance every motorist, is to he constructed as
up his duties this month.
B. B. Feelev who is on the sick list. claims, and to consider applications a short section of the famous Lincoln
I III II If IIIIII Mill IIII Mil III II111111III III I III 11
I III! H ill I t i l l I I I I I I I I I I l l l l l l M l l l i m i l l l l l II M ill IM IM M IIIIflH IIIH IM IIIIM IIIH II 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'•
highway.
This ideal section of the
•Mrs. Harry M. Briggs, who has
A number of
the
members
of for vocational training. It is greatly
Lincoln
highway
is
to
be
restricted
by
been on a months trip during which Chester Briggs Post American Legion desired that the names and addresses
"" I he 1>! xt A iK u rn S c h o o l ill A I'uosfook
time she visited friends and relatives went tG Amity to attend the funeral of all men who desire to meet these no financial considerations. It would
be built of gold if that were found to
In New York state and the middle of their comrade Colin Tracey whose representatives shall forward at once
he the best and most lasting material.
West, returned home Monday.
remains arrived from France Satur- their name and address to A. H. Dver,
Fortunately, however, pulverized :
Miss Vivian Vose, who has been a day
Houlton, Alaine, so that those desiring
rock, stone and sand, in the form of
teacher In the Houlton schools for
If u n i t u n , M a j a c
Mr. and Airs. A. O. Briggs were in may confer with the representatives concrete, reinforced by steel rods and
some years, left Saturday for Nutley,
Millinocket a few days last week by during their stay in Houlton may do wires has been found to form the
N . J. where she has accepted a
motor returning Saturday, and they so.
most durable highway foundation and
similar position.
It is requested that all ex-service
were accompanied home by their
surface, and while this is an expensive
J he sen nt)/-jon rth year null <y>en On I Hcsiht y .
Carl C. Gray, who is now connected
daughter and her husband Air. Roy men and women who should appear t\ pe of construction, it is nevertheless
With the Sturtevant Blower Co. of
before this board get into communica
^ f j i l f n i l n r l u , 1021. CJ/* on r non cues o f s t u d y :
Ellingwood.
Boston, is in town for his annual
Travelers should bear in mind that tion with the Post Adjutant at once
( nllu’()c Ih'l jui r a to ry , L nh n-Sca ntifi<‘. Enytish
vacation and is receiving a warm
commencing this Wednesday evening and leave their name and address
welcome from his many friends.
n u ll 7 cachrrs I r n n n m j C<>nr$< . If D o r m it o n f
the train for Boston
and
Bangor before Sept. 26, 1921.
Dr. and Mrs. F. H. Jackson return
Transportation,
meals
and
lodgings
leaves at 6.58 and for Caribou at 7.29,
Jur ><lnill nf.'i, irfiohsQi/ii
Athletics, Physical
ed last week from an auto trip to the
while the evening train arrives at will be furnished to those who reside
i o n m ny. Cj Out uj tnnui scholars are muter
southern part of the state, bringing
outside of Houlton.
7.24 from Bangor and Boston.
hack their daughter Katherine, who
tin
cfnii'ijc iiin f ore I'Siijht nj teachers, home
Let
us
give
Aroostook
county
a
All this week the Northern Alaine
has been attending Summer school.
clean
hill
of
health
as
far
as
ex-service
Fair will hold forth with its usual
sii n'on m l i nys a ml ijonil / nfinenci s.
Miss Belle Downes, formerly of
excellent program and crowds of Houl- nien and women are concerned.
Houlton, is very ill and under treat
Now is the time to make plans for
Thanking you for your past co
ton people are planning to attend, the
joining
our September classes.
We
ment at Presque Isle General. She
Jo,r cntaloi)//i a n d other i nfor mat ion ajy>ly to Pri/iei))<il.
big free-for-all being the magnet that operation and assistance. I remain
will he glad to reserve a seat for you.
was slightly better Wednesday. She
Sincerely
yours,
will draw race fans from every part
and assist you in getting started. A
has been spending the summer with
l
Malcolm L. Stoddard,
limited enrollment and careful in
of Maine.
her cousin, Mrs. B. F. Coffin— Starstruction insures your success.
State Representative,
A lufnber operator in the woods
Herald.
•
Veterans Bureau Ho u lto n Business College, Ho u lto n, Me.
........................ Ilium......mi... ........................................... .............. ............ .
builds his main road first and then
‘Rev. F. Dwight Mowry, who has
his side roads from that. That is
been spending the summer in Mass
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achusetts, returned home last week
Commission. Vote NO on amendment
and went to Presque Isle Saturday
No. 2 next Tuesday and give Alaine
| | You will remember from past experi m
where he held service. Next Sunday
Many H o u l t o n
P e o .
I e V i1 s 1 t
the fine road program as laid out.
he will resume services in the church
\ | iences how difficult it is to think of a
in Houlton.
\ | suitable wedding gift.
The Misses Helen and Dorothy
The death of George Fairweather, a
=a ■ = =
Burleigh left Friday by auto for
A good idea would be to spend a short
Washington. N .J. where they have resident of Houlton for many years,
a
n
d
C
a
m
p
s
a
t
G
r
a
n
d
L
a
k
e
S
t
r
e
a
m
occurred
at
the
residence
of
his
accepted positions in the schools ot
time in our store where suggestions
that place. They were accompanied daughter, Airs. Ernest Humphrey on
5? 1111ii1111m11itiii1n1111■uiuin11111111m1n1fj1m1111111n = will occur to you on every hand, as
by Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Burleigh and Thursday from heart trouble, at the
we have hundreds of distinctive gifts
son Prescot]t.
a&e °* s*7
’H R E E hours run by auto from
MrAahd^lIfrs. Geo, C. Clark and j Although he had not been ill for
suitable for every occassion, all
Houlton where fine fishing and an
child of Augusta were in town Friday ( any length of time, a man of his age
priced in accordance with the market.
afternoon enrorte to the St. John j is more subject to ill health than one
excellent table await those desiring

TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES

17 MILLIONS IN
REVENUE FROM MAINE

TEAM WORK
AT HOULTON FAIR

TEMPLE HAS FINE
SHOW DURING FAIR

i/'

LINCOLN HIGHWAY TO
HAVE IDEAL SECTION

NEWS FOR EX-SERVICE
MEN AND WOMEN

I f

J

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

J

R icker Classical I u stitute

\ .

(t iu t f

L . I I . S i over, H oulton, M a in e

|! That

GEORGE FAIRWEATHER

River on an auto camping trip. Mr. |younger, and previous to a trip to
Clarke is Secretary of the Augusta i New Brunswick he had been aisle to
■Chamber of Commerce and is taking I be about his home and the town,
hie vacation in a very enjoyable way. i Mr. Fairweather was born in EngNewton Churchill, who has been at land and with his wife came to Houl
tending the students Military Training ton about twenty-five years ago, con
camp at Camp Devens, freturitechhome ducting a boarding house until ad
last week very enthusiastic over bi»- vancing years and the death of Mrs.
experience.
He leaves soon for Fairweather compelled him to give
Philllpe Exeter Academebwttireike itiUpL ! He;-was a faithful member of
will take a year before entering th3 Episcopal church.
„
o.-i
*ait l>;: s 3 s H e/ j f$dV6s to mourn
mour
his loss two
college.
*
Mrs.
Mr. aed Mf«. Frank Feeter-eUWood- daughters-living in Houlton,
Stock and hie sister. Mrs. Dayton of Ernest Humphrey and Mrs. Leslie F.
Boston.-wex^in HmMtyxi
Mrs. Heman Humphrey
mttond raO^rtrces stiff? were callers at "of Pres^ue"’lsle.
The funeral took place on Friday,
the TIMES Office, leaving as a token
B^ott Smith officiating and
qit boyhood friendship a boquet of Rev.
M M fifa l flowers, Frank being an Interment was made in Evergreen
cemetery.

O uananiche Lodge

11 Elusive

|| Thought 11

an ideal place for a week-end trip or

Our many years of experience is at

a vacation

your service.

next to Nature.

These

Camps are conducted by “ Billy" Rose,
who

knows

what

the

vacationist

wishes and deliveres the goods.
Write for Booklet

Washington County, Maine

□

□

l ! y .D . P erry f f
1 J e w e l e r ana
I O ptom etrist
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“ In passing it should be noted that of the lamps of outside cars, but The Ladies' Guild meets Monday <j\“n
can’t do anything with his wayward
u n < l;t v
(" I e v e r y Sunday m 12 im>
boy because he abrogated his author not only is there a distinction between nothing of this sort is provided for in
mgs weekly.
Owi
ght
F . Mo.-very, Mini ster
“Look after the boys who commit ity several years earlier. At nineteen ‘Greater London' and plain ‘London,’ Massachusetts.
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
It is the plan to send copies of the
M4 Court Strict
Tel. 1S6-W
afternoons weekly.
their first crime one! see why. I or twenty that sort of boy bcomes a but that the ‘City of London’ is
‘something yet again.' The ‘City of Massachusetts requirement, including The Ladies’ Missionary Society moots
blaire my father.” wrote a murderer thief or worse.............
•‘ ‘I speak of the boy, but with some London’ covers only 675 acres and lias the list of approved lenses, to other
the second Wednnesday of each
from a Chicago prison, just before he
'a
resident
population
of
fewer
than
htates,
so
that
motorists
from
distant
differences
the
same
essential
things
month.
went to the scaffold. The warning
intending
to enter
M asaflords a text for a fresh outlaws could be said of the girl. She, too, I 25,000. The day population, however, points
M ethodist Episcopal
00,000. The ‘City of Lon sachusets can inform themselves as
against pusillanimous parents who. to needs discipline and doesn't get it at exceeds
Corner
School and Military Streets
to
what,
is
expected
of
them.
The
home
or
at
school.
The
weakly
don’
is
the
London
of
history,
with
ease their burden of responsibility, j
indulgent
mother
buys
her
the
kind
its
quaint
government
forms,
includ
Massachusetts
owner,
who
has
com
Rev.
A. E. Luce, Pastor
“spare the rod and spoil the child.” |
sometimes to his complete undoing.; of clothes she demands in order t o : ing its lord-mayor which is installed plied with the rule here, is safe to 10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
with
a
time
honored traved practically anywhere in the 12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ Bright eyes, a clear skin and a body
In the “absence of the birch behind I look like “other girls, and the weakly annually
indulgent
mother
can't
keep
her
Iron)
ized and Graded Classes for all.
ceremony
known
as
the
lord-mayor’s
■country, for the Massachusetts rule
full o f youth and health may be
th{ door,” say some students of
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and yours if you will keep your system
bad
company
even
if
she
tries.
It
is
is
the
most
advanced
that
has
yet
show.
criminology; lies the explanation of
Preparatory Members Class.
in order by regularly taking
“ New York of today is an agglomer been promulgated.
why so many “young hopefuls” go because the girl, no less than the boy,
L15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
started
early
in
life
to
give
orders
to
under the auspices of the Epwortb
wrong and end their days in prison,
ation of towns. All have been amalga
League.
mated with the original New York. ,
or as miserably as did this Chicago her mother.
f.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
“
‘The
average
age
of
penitentiary
murderer. In .further evidence of the
comprised in what now is the borough ;j
Free Baptist
with vested chorus choir
justness of this verdict, Judge Alfred inmates, as shown by statistics recent of Manhattan, or the county of New j Rev. F. Clark Hartley, Pastor
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Tuesday evening.
J. Talley, of the Court of General ly supplied by the New York State York. The New York which includes j Morning service at 10.30 A. M
Sessions, New York says, “there is Prison Commission, is nineteen years. the boroughs of .Manhattan, Brooklyn, | Sunday school at 12.00 M.
F IR S T C H U R C H O F H O U L T O N
Just one kind of discipline that does This means that they began their Bronx, Queens and Richmond, is a
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M
T h « world’s standard remedy for kidneys
U nitarian
work, and that is corporal punish- criminal careers at sixteen and ' municipal unit with an area of 326 j Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies of life and looks. In use since
Military Street at Kelleran
ment. Lax parents make boy crim seventeen, an age at which no judge square miles and a population of I Special music by choir.
1696. A il druggists, three sizes.
inals, and it is a general truth that sends them to State prison. I do not i 5,620,048.
Choir
practice
Monday
nights.
j
Preaching Service regularly every
Look for Ike name G old M odal on ovary box
think
people
generally
realize
this
modern American children are not
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
and accapl no imitation
An Im aginary ‘G reater New Y o rk ’ | Tuesday night church prayer and
,-ralse Service.
brought up with the proper respect flowing tide of youthful depravity, and [
“
The
‘Greater
London’
includes
all
j
for parents, law, and order or con those who do are despondent and even !
Church of the Good Shepherd
l""""""""""""
mi
.............. . i<in 1111■ i
mi.
the suburbs within a radius of 15 !
stituted authority. The parents are hopeless for means to stem it. But I
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
the means is at hand in the ! miles around Charing Cross. By this
Be up to date.
Subscribe for the
to blame.” From the death-house believe
■Sunday Services
definition New York also should
home.
There
old-fashioned
ideas
of
comes ample confirmation of this view.
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
include Jersey City, Hoboken and
Before he was hanged, the young parental authority should be insisted
Also on the first Sunday in the
Bayonne, across the
Hudson, and
Chicago murderer, who had killed on, and where it is resisted I see no
month at 10.30
“ M aine’s F avorite D aily”
Yonkers,
M
t.
Vernon
and • New
better or surer way to enforce it than
two persons, wrote:
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
Rochelle
to
the
north.
by judicious corporal punishment.’ ”
Just fill in the attached coupon, and
“ The making of a criminal can be
F irst Baptist
“Suppose New York were to add to
send it along to us with $1.00
Court St.
put in very few words. My case will
its present area the aggregate 273
lit 65 or 70 per cent of the cases. First
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastormiles of Hudson, Essex and Union
there is the first crime of a boy, which
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
counties in New Jersey.
It still
may mean anything from stealing a I What is the largest city in the would be a hundred square miles
12.00 Bible School with classes for
Bangor, M aine
bicycle to working with older crooks. |world ?
men
and women.
smaller than ‘Greater London’ but
Please
send
the
Bangor
Daily News to
Then comes arrest. The judge says: j “The question arises again with the |
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
would pass the seven million mark in
'i sentence you to the reformatory.’ British census announcement which: population. Were it then to add por
7:00 Song Service followed by ser
In the reformatory you meet older, ascribes to ‘Greater London’ 7,476,-1
mon.
Name
tions of Westchester County (north
harder erooks, who are glad to 168 people,” says a bulletin from the I
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
of the Bronx) and of Nassau County
educate you on the criminal line.....
Washington, D. C. headquarters of j (on Long Island) it would pass Lon evening at 7:30.
|
Post Office Address............................ f
When a boy leaves a ‘school’ or a man j the National Geographic Society.
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at
j don’s population well within a like
|
Continue the paper to me at the end |
leaves the ‘stir’ (penitentiary) give j “Since the 1920 census gave New |
7:30.
area.
|
of three months at the regular rates |
him a hand and don’t let the police York City a population of 5,620,048, |
All Seats free.
“Summing up, then, municipal New
|
unless I order the paper discontinued, f
hound him from job to job.”
j there would seem to be no question j
F irs t Congregational Church
York is larger than municipal London.
|
Paper will be stopped promptly when |
Other critics agree with Judge |regarding the relative size of the two
Rev.
A. M. Thompson, pastor.
A mythical ‘Greater New York’ ex ,
|
ordered
• §
Talley in his stern condemnation of I cities. But if one seeks to know what I tending as far into its enviro as does ! MornInS Worship at 10.30.
parental weakness, and so deeply do j is the largest population center in j
‘Greater London’ would be larger than Sunday School at 12 o’clock with
|
The only safe way to rem it is by
I
people feel the defects in the the world, then New York can advance |
classes for men and women.
‘Greater London.’ Aside from munici
|
Check, Post Office Money O rder or 1
body politic, which they ascribe to j a tenable claim against London for j
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
pal definition New York
and the
I
Express O rder
1
relaxation of discipline in the home, the honor.
j territory about it constitutes a great Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
e
£
it is asserted, that they are inclined
7.30.
“Strictly speaking the municipality j er population center than London.
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to urge the restoration of whipping of New York has more people than j
Within fifty miles of City Hall,
posts and other obsolete forms of the municipality of London.
F o r ; New York, there now live more than
punishment for minor delinquency. legally, as a municipal unit, ‘London’
nine million people, and within a
At an early age, an officer of the refers only to the area within the;
hundred mile radius lives one-ninth
Brooklyn Children’s Court is quoted boundaries of the County of London.
the entire population of the United
as saying, “a good sound ‘licking’ Thus the municipal London, which
States.”
might not come amiss.”
corresponds to the municipal New
“This derogation of parental author!*- York, comprises about 116 square
ty, which Is general and Increasing, j miles and, in 1911, had a population
riii 11iit i 111ii it in i im ii i ii i 11111in ii m in n m ilt mi i m n ii ii ii im m if rim i lin n m i in in i m u u n i ill! in i ii m m ii m m i m m in mm if m >11nn i tin ii i it m i m ti im i ii if
Is a cancer on the body politic,” said j 0f four and a half million. Only the
Judge Talley. Physical punishment j ‘Greater London’ figures are carried
There has been some uncertainty as
has gone out of fashion;
“moral in dispatches but at the rate of to the status of out-of-State cars on
suasion? He would care a good deal growth they indicate, London proper Massachusetts roads, whether they
whipping.” But “what does one of still is under the five million mark.
could pass through this State if their
the Ittle fellows care about moral
E xten t of ‘G reater London’
headlamps complied with the rules
suasion? He wouldcare a good deal
“Th ‘Greater London’ which has and laws of their home States. Mr.
about a sound thrashing.” As Judge nearly seven and a half million has Devine states that the Massachusetts
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Talley la further quoted:
an existence as a metropolitan and rule makes no exception whatever and '
“ *1 tee the results of this wrong way police unit. It is municipal London that out-of-State cars must comply
of bringing up children every day. plus the so-called ‘Outer Ring.’ The with it, if they are operated here at
Youths under twenty-one are brought 7,476,168 people of ‘Greater London’ night. Tourists, therefore, if they
before me on criminal charges who are distributed over 693 square miles, drive in Massachusetts at night, will
feel toward the law like hardened an area six times that of municipal have to arrange their headlamps the
criminals. They began by doing what London, and more than twice that of same as Massachusetts owners. Some
States permit a temporary treatment '
they liked at home, staying out municipal New York.
nights until their mates went home
and defying their parents to keep
nilllMnHnnUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUItMllilmiiiiiiiimiiliimummirlll llllltirilllll IIII IIllll I! T1Tl 111111111II11III! 111111111I I 111111! fl1111Tl i MI n ! 11n 111Ci ; i : 1111111: i : : i ' i i i : i m i i im ; :
them in. Yes, it even began earlier.
At fourteen they tell their parents
they are not going to school any more,
and they don't go.

SPOILING THE HOME BROOD

Women
Made Young

CHURCH SERVICES

COLD MEDAL

Bangor Daily News

i WHAT IS WORLD’S
LARGEST CITY ?

To BANGOR DAILY NEWS

Valve-in-H ead

OUT-OF-STATE CARS
MUST OBEY

IB u i c k
M otor

A Popular Demand Everywhere

. .V^flffhat happens? These boys be
loungers on street corners.
Thors they loiter from supper-time to
tan or eleven at night and even later,
mixing, aa they must sooner or later,
with older boys who are further on
ths way to becoming criminals. And
the fathers say they can not do any
thing to prevent th)s association. In
a couple of years ^hese youths have
fallen foul of law and order; perhaps
they appear as prisoners in the
Childrsn’a Court, where in the lighter
cases they are remanded to the
father*! care.. But It’s too late; he

soms

B allards Headtche Tablets

Bring refreshing sleep, relieve aches and pains, dizziness and
nervousness. Taken like a confection. No Opiates, Chloral or
Cocaine. No bad after-effects. All druggists. Free sample sent
by Ballard Golden Oil Co., Old Town, Me.

Cars

Announcing
T he N ew B uick “Four”
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A Thoroughbred Four, Com
pleting the Famed B u i c k
Line
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The new Four-Cylinder Buick, here announced, is a
thoroughbred— a pedigreed car well worthy of its name.
Down to the very last detail, this new model possesses
every quality of enduring serviceability, complete comfort,
and distinctive appearance that have always characterized
Buick automobiles.

The Buick Valve - in - Head
Engine— a Power Plant that
has Proved Itself
A Great Car, Prices Make It
an Even Greater Value

The advent of this new Four makes the Buick 1922 line
complete. It offers to purchasers of a car of this size all
the quality and service that go to make up the name
“ Buick.”
The engine, of course, is of the time-tested Buick Valvein-Hand type. The year-after-yer concentration of Buick’s
engineering skill and experience in building Yalve-in-Head
motors assures the highest standard of performance
obtainable today.
Every other unit is of a quality equal to the power plant.
The whole assembly constitutes a perfectly balanced
chassis which is of typical Buick construction. The equip
ment of Ford Tires is merely evidence of the quality which
characterizes the entire car.

_

drink

Orange Moulton Savings Bank
-crush

Two open and two (loscd body types mounted on the
Buick built chassis comprises the new series.
E v e n the most casual inspection of the details of design
and workmanship will reveal that full measure of quality
which motorist.'- have learned to associate with Buick.

H b U L T O N , M A IN ,?

Obviously a high grade automobile-a genuine Buick
production - the prices listed below make this great Four
even greater. A value such as this is possible only because
of the combination of Buick engineering skill devoted to
the one ideal of quality, Buick production facilities develop
ed over nearly a quarter of a century, and Buick’s nation
wide distribution and service organization.

First

cam e W a rd ’ s
O ra n ge-C ru sh . L ater
came Lemon-Crush and
Lime-Crush. A ll three
are carbonated drinks o f
su prem e q u a lity and
fr u it y d elicio u sn ess.
Enjoy one today.
In bottles or a t fountains

YOU WANT AN INVESTMENT
where your principal is secure and
your interest sure to he paid the day
it is due. You decide for your own
best interest when you open an ac
count with the Houlton Savings Bank.

Bottled by
WILLIAM

PALMER

Kelleran St.

Phone 31-W

Prices
22-34

T w o Passenger Roadster

$ 935

22-35
22-36

Fiv e Passenger T o u r in g
T h r e e Passenger Coupe

975
1475

22-37

Fiv e Passenger Sedan

1650

A ll

Prices

Cord

T ir e s

F.

O.

B.

S ta n d a rd
all

F lin t,

M ich ig an

E q u ip m e n t

Models

on

The Buick Motor Company is proud of the Buick Four. It
has the faith of long experience in this newest addition to
nouncement, hut also the advance orders placed bv
distrilmtors. dealers, and the general public,
its line. It places upon it unreservedly tin* Buick guarantee*
carried by every Buick automobile produced. That it^
confidence is well placed is manifested not only by the
keen interest with which motorists h a v e awaited this an-

See Us fo r Spec ifications and
D e liv e ry Dates

4 % Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

tHOULTOfi

Fred E. Hall Company
Bangor Street

Houlton, Maine
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No figures on the subject are avail
reasonable, only about $10 more than
able
from Wellesley College, but Pres
the railway fare.”
ident Ellen S. Pendleton gives it as
Bishop Lloyd who said he never
felt better in his life, was also enthu her impression that as far as the
! alumnae of Wellesley are concerned,
siastic over the airplane trip.
, the number of marriages and tne num
“ Everyone should fly," he said.
ber of children per marriage have in
“ The sensation is wonderful and I
creased rather than decreased as the
have returned a4i enthusiast for the
years have gone by. “ Some 20 or
extension of airplane s -vice. If you
more years ago.” said Miss Pendleton,
have not taken an air trip you have
“ the Association of Collegiate Alum
missed a treat."
nae gathered quite elaborate statistics
An unusal number of icebergs were
comparing the health, number of mar
sighted by the P. and O. line steamer
riages and number of children per mar
which took the party of excursionists
riage of college women with similar
to Norway. They intended, to stop at
statistics of their sisters who did not
Iceland, but eighty icebergs were
go to college or their cousins nearest
sighted in the way and the plan was
their age.
These statistics showed
abandoned.
,
that there was very slight differences
between the two classes, but such dif
DENY FIGURE ON
ference as there was, was in favor of
CHILD BEARING the collegebred women, and as I have
Is race suicide increasing among said, while we have no recent figures,
college graduates? Maurice Ricker of niv impression is that there are more
marriages and more children per mar
the United States public health serriage
in these later years.
vice says that it is, and quotes sta

i'ACE SEVEN

meeting in Cincinnati.

vear 1919, there were more murders in
“ On the other hand," Mr. Sims con Chicago, with a population of .‘l.OUO.OUO
tinued, “ increased crime follows close than in the British Isles with a pop
ly on the heels of delayed trials and ulation of 4b,Pod,poo.
“ For years in Great Britain and
deferred punishment. In short, crime
increases or decreases in the propor Canada, murder cases have been gen
tion that punishment is swift and cer- erally disposed of within tin or 9o
tain. The speed with which crime is 1days. In American cities there ar.
punished has a great, deal more to do practically no murder cases beingwith the preservation of law and order tried within 9b days.
than the severity of punishment.
“ On April 1, 192b, 125 persons pre

“ In compiling its report on contin
uances, the Chicago Crime Commis
sion ran across a case, and in Decem
ber. 1919, eight and one-half years
Climbing the North Cape in the
after
the crime was committed, the
Arctic Circle at 1 o’clock in the morn
defendant was placed on trial. The
ing when the sun is shining as bright
evidence seemed to be convincing,
ly as at noonday, and flying from
and the case was ably presented by
Paris to London in an airplane, were
the prosecuting attorney, notwith
two of the thrilling adventures of the
standing which the jury returned a
Rt. Rev. Arthur S. Lloyd, Suffragan
verdict of ‘not guilty.’
Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal
“ The jurors in explaining how' they
“ Criminal laws bear close analogy viously indicted for murder were
Diocese of New York and the Rev.
to natural laws. A child puts its hand awaiting trial in Chicago. In 1<M came to reach that verdict in the face
Dr. H. P. Silver of the Church of the
in the fire but once. One experience cases the accused were at liberty on of the evidence* presented, stated that
Incarnation. They returned to New
is sufficient. It is not necessary that bond. The situation was brought to they felt there was some reason w'hich
York recently on the Caronia after a
the injury be severe.
the attention of the courts and officials was being withheld from them for the
trip which started on June 25, and
“ Existing criminal laws in America by the ('rime Commission with the re- nearly nine-year delay, and that under
took them from Newfoundland to Nor
are the evolution of centuries of prac- <suit that four judges then in the Civil such peculiar circumstances they con
way, Scotland, England, Holland, Beltieal
experience. As they have been Courts volunteered to sit in the ( ’ rim- j cluded to return a verdict of ‘not
gulm and France.
developed
they are invaluable. There inal Courts and try cases until the ■guiRy-’
“The scene from the top of the
-------------------------are
those,
however, who attack the murder docket was cleared. The trial j
North Cape was, I think, the most
Plenty of Will
theory of punishment and who, con- l of these cases resulted in the sentenc-:
beautiful I have ever seen in my life,”
* hear your husband has given up
tending that crime is a disease, rec- j ing of twelve to hang and tw'elve to 1
said Dr. Silver. “We had been at sea
the
penitentiary
for
from
one
vedr
to
sm°kingDoesn t that require a
ommend and urge that punishment be j
in a fog that lasted nine days allife
j strong will?”
abolished
and
some
other
form
of
j
though It was light the entire 24 hours
“ Well, I have a strong w ill!”
treatment substituted. It is a grave ! “ The effect on the number of mur
and It was possible to read on dock all
“ No one denies that college women mistake to in any wTav interfere with, j ders in Chicago wras electrical. Im
night If we wanted to. It was rather tistics. Some college presidents are
hard to tell when It was time to go to inclined to doubt the conclusions marry later in life than non-college impede or hamper the enforcement of mediately the murder rate there
ONCE USED— A L W A Y S USED
bed. It was still foggy when we reach drawn by the health service official women and consequently any statis existing law's which have been cen-1 dropped 51 per cent., where it has
tics
that
are
made
up
on
the
basis
of
turies
in
development,
at
least
until
|
and
think
his
figures
give
a
wrong
irn
ed the cape. A cruder place you could
since remained. The record for the
not imagine. It was nature at its wild pression. Others say from lack of women not more than five years out of the experiment has been thoroughly j first seven months of each of the last
est. W e climbed 1,100 feet to the top statistics of their own, they are not college would give an entirely wrong tested and found to be practical.
three years is as follows:
“ Three years ago the Chicago Asso
of the cape over snow and ice and prepared to dicuss the subject. They ' impression. I suspect that the same
1919
1920
1921
ciation of Commerce appointed and
reached there about 1 o’clock in the admit that Mr. Ricker’s figures are thing would be true of college men.”
An article for the Smith Alumnae financed a Crime Commission. It does !
morning. Just then the fog rolled startling and that they present a dis
232
87
91
quieting
view
of
the
future.
i
Quarterly
and based on the Quinquen-. not of itself undertake the apprehen-!
back as if a curtain had been drawn
Addressing the recent convention of Jnial Catalogue of 1915 is offered as sion nor the prosecution of criminals, j
aside, and we could look out over that
great northern wilderness, the mid- the National Education Association i n : the latest available information re- The commission limits its activities t o ! BUILD YOURSELF UP
nightsun, shining on it and making a Des Moines Mr. Ricker was quoted as j garding the graduates of Smith Col an investigation of crimes of violence, j
nmiouK/uBcurnsroFANDNCE|
SO AS TO F E E L BETTER
u
ruwTwtwiTmm,
It
glory and beauty and play of color follows: "Investigation by the federal lege and their children. This gave the murder, burglary and robbery.
Eat
and
sleep
better,
as
well
as
look
that will remain In my memory as long public health service over a period of average number of children for each early reached the conclusion th a t; better, by taking Hood’s Sarsapa
years indicates that the progeny of of the total number of alumnae (5962 crime flourished because criminals es-j rilla.
a s I live.
It is an all-the-year-round
1
1000
graduates from such institutions with the class of 1915 omitted) as .50. eaped punishment and that the prin-! medicine, good in all seasons.
“From there we went down the
The average of children for each mar cipal avenue of escape w'as the delay ; It purifies, enriches and revitalizes
-coast of Norway, a magnificent coast , as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Vassar
riage in the classes numbered ’79 to 1in the trial of criminal cases.
1the blood, creates an appetite, aids
the scenery of which is I think superi ! and Smith w'ill not exceed 50 in 100
’S5 was 2.15. This decreased with la- ! “ The commission wras organized in digestion, assists assimilation o f the
years
from
now.”
He
proceeded
to
or to that of any spot in the world. I
ter classes until the average for each |the year 1919. Data collected for that food you eat, and wonderfully builds Used as cold water or cooked starch
have visited many of the places fam compare the results of a similar canwith equally good results
marriage from 1879 up to 1915 was year showed there w'ere 110 murders up the whole system. In many cases
ous for their grandeur and beauty, but ' vass among illiterate foreigners and
it
succeeds
where
other
medicines
only 1.24.
to one million of population in Chicago
I think the coast of Norway is unriv said it indicated that in a like period
fail to do any good.
The compiler, Florence Homer Snow' as against nine to the million in Great
the
orginal
thousand
would
be
multi
alled. I remember one little harbor,
I f you need a mild effective eatharof the class of 1904 suggests that if Britain and thirteen to the million in
ie, get Hood’s Pills.
that of Merok, where it seemed impos plied at least a hundred times.
Frederick L. Allen, secretary of the the figures seem small, arguments for Canada. This meant that during the
sible to get out. The narrow passage
Harvard
University corporation pro the defence include the facts that the
was hidden by the great Cliffs that en
duced
some
figures of his own from youngest classes are the largest, and
circled the bay, and we lay there as
that many college women marry late,
If in a mighty cup in the mountains. the Harvard records. He said:
W ait for New Brunswick’s Provincial Fair
so that the figures regarding them are
“
Mr.
Ricker’s
assertion
would
seem
It was like another world.
at first reading to give the impression ; not available until they have been
“From there we went to some of the
that college students have on the aver-! many years out of college.
<k>ntinental countries, and the more I
age less than one child apiece. This
aaw the more I gave the Lord thanks
is not so among Harvard graduates
that I was born in America. America
at any rate. Among the classes 1SS1Is a place apart. One realizes that af
90 at Harvard, the last 10 classes
te r seeing these war-torn countries of
The history of organized govern
whose statistics are available and may
t£e Old World and even in those that
ment
demonstrates that the speedy
be considered fairly complete, the av
were not devasted the contrast is
trial
of
criminal cast's and the swift
erage number of men per class was
forcible. Holland was busy and boom
and
certain
punishment of criminals
248, of whom 182 married and had 272
ing, Belguim is doing well, and France
children an average of 2.00 children effects a reduction in tin- volume of
seems to be working hard and hiding
per married graduate, or 1.55 children crime, Edwin W. Sims, president of
her sufferings fairly well.
per capita for the whole class. The the Ghicago Crime Commission, told
T h is tr a d e m a rk , s ta m p e d in re d
“But London seemed to me pathetic. Yale figures for the same period an- the American Bar Association at its
o n th e c a s e , id e n tifie s th e W illa rd
T h re a d e d R u b b e r B a tte r y .
It didn’t look the same. There were similar. The birth-rate1 among Har
so many people on the streets out of vard graduate's declined during the
Largest Showing of Live Stock in Eastern Canada
work. They haven’t been able to do past half century. The> dee-line, how
sincerity P ay s
------------------------------this y e a r ------------------------------RLMmuch to recover, and they have some ever. was less sharp in the- chess be
almost overwhelming problems. They tween 1870 and S9n than it had lx r;i
1 " ! t i t -4 :
:• own I:
were not mkrked by war as France is, previously: and a situation which is
but tlie suffering of the soul seemed disquieting at best, see-ms thus to liea y v n y. fj-rj
to be greater. People seemed to be showing a gradual tendency to right
'Working harder on the Continent than itself.”
in England, also, and there is much
misunderstanding. They do not seem
--------- Unprecedented Free Attractions --------- . . . . . * > . . . . . . . . . a . . 4*. .fcKES3w»
to realize that their work is not alto
I S M I t i l M l l l l l t l f M a t n i l l aVaja• •
...........................
...
gether for themselves, but for the na
All Amusement Attractions are under Exclusive Contract for this Exhibi
tion, and that 4he nation’s work is for
tion and will be seen at no other l air in the Maritime Provinces this yeae
the world. In* the south of England,
alsd, there has been a heavy drought,
and the grass, which usually is so
grden, is brown and burned by the sun.
Houlton, Maine
The north of England looks pretty
good. Taxes there are terrific. The
average person pays 6 shillings taxes
llll'K
out of every pound received. Six out
of twenty
Think what it would
mean if every person getting $20 in
this country were taxed $6 of it.
"Perhaps the most fascinating ex
perience we had was in flying from
Parts to London in a small four-seated
plane. W e had an unusal trip. The
time is usually two and a half hours,
but we had a head-on 65-mile gale
which forfed the pilot to rise 6,000
feet to get above it, and the view' from
* mile up was magnificent. It took us
four hours to make the journey liecause of the wind. The fare is very

M akes Ironing Easy

ELASTIC S T A R C H

F r e d e r ic t o n
E xhibition -4*

SWIFT PUNISHMENT
BEST CURE FOR CRIME

September

Willard
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Horse Show

Auto Show

Baby Show

Dog Show

Batteries

4 —D a y s ’ R a c i n g — 4

H. M. Cates & Son
Inc.

W a it for N ew Brunswick’s Big Fair

i i in m ni M t i i i i / r

Camels are made for Men who
Think for Themselves
Such folks know real quality— and DEMAND it.
They prefer Camels because Camels give them the
smoothest, mellowest smoke they can buy— because
they love the mild, rich flavor of choicest tobaccos,
perfectly blended— and because Camels leave NO
CIGARETTY AFTERTASTE.
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Quality, Design and Workmanship
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IN

RE the three things that have made our Monument shop such a desirable
place to go to buy Cemetary Memorials.
Here nothing but the finest
materials are used and the best service for the money is obtainable. It Is
the careful attention given to the smallest detail as well as the important
things that makes our work more than satisfactory.

S
11
§j
1
j§

T o B u y a M onum ent N o w —

|

Means better selection, lower prices and the work given better attention
than in the spring when the rush of Memorial day is on.

3
3!

Like every man who does his own thinking, you
want fine tobacco in your cigarettes. YouTl find it
in Camels.
And, mind you, no flashy package just for show.
No extra wrappers! No costly frills! These things
don’t improve the smoke any more than premiums
or coupons.
But QUALITY!

Listen!

That’s C A M E L S !

25

Houlton Granite & Marble Works 1
S h ow R o o m — B an gor S treet

W . H . W att*

1
iite

R. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco C«*
Wiaatoa-Salcm, N. C.
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. PACE EIGHT
...................

was in the Ludlow iUlXPUe avI io sa w ..ike ...g a m e the suave by a chassis that has passed through
alloted to it is enough to cover the six years of development* and sup
ports a body of restful linos along To ihe Honorable Justice of tin*
entire performance.
Suwith an engine that
answers
all
pr.mie Judicial Uourt next to be
✓ ?
*Auto Show
w n s
needs for any kind of road's/
held at Houlton :n the Countv of
Fire on Friday afternoon gave this
A decided innovation to the tenth
The Peerless eight, for which
Aroostook and State of Maine:’
town a had scare whicl^. resulted in annual Fair was the auto show staged Hibbard brothers has but recently
miui ii mmi iii i
Adel ini' B. Everett oY L lines' one in
the loss of three storehouses aj tfie by the local dealers, and it turned out accepted the agency is a car that has
jn - .Mr. ntBd .Mrs. Harry Rhoda ol' B. & A. station a:A the damage ,to to he one of the most popular attract a nationally enviable reputation with said ( oiinty oj Aroostook respectfully
Subscribers should
Nebraska have been visit ins; relatives one other.
ions with many visitors each day to worlds of power in tin engine that represents that on i !m nr<t dav of
N o v - mb e r .
Urns, a t Andover. \ \ y w
The fire was fir: t seen on the roof look over the display of ' beautiful
mind'that *all subscriptions are fieke. Mr. Rhoda is a Captain ot' the
draws a roomy and comfortable Brnswiek s h e was lawfully marru d to
Salvation Army and gave
a very of Tarbell’s storehouse and before models of ten different makes of curs car strongly built and durable.
payable in advance and the pa interesting talk at the Methodist ladders could he raised to put out the in addition to the trucks that occupied
Edgai E\ ei et t ot Limestone, that ever
since said time she has conducted herper will be discontinued at ex church on Sunday evening, Aug. 2Sth. first flames that started, the lire had the tented space just back tof the
S f -lf towards said Libelee as a faithful
gotten beyond control.
Holjv was grand standpiration. Notice of &ufch expira
true and affectionate w i f e hut that
summoned from Houlton and they
.The display of Hudson and Essex
-Jury
Bickford
is
delving
all
the
said Libelee, regardless of pi- 'm e 
sent the steamer and a crew of men,
tion will be sent out the First of
Everybody from here enjoyed th* but by the time they reached here motors by W. C. McGary was a strong laws of film luminaries, it is said, iu nage covenant and duty, on the 17th
attraction.
This
car
has
a
national
Fab' in Iloulton last week.
each month.
there was not much that could he dong
her forthcoming production "Suds'' day ai April, 1917, utterly deserted
Rally day eoneern » at the
Union due to delays, hut the work of the reputation for the beauty and simplici
ty of its lines combining a durability |which will he seen at the Dream your Libelant without cause, and that
church next Sunday, Sept. 11.
said desertion has continued to the
bucket, brigade was very valuable.
SHERMAN MILLS,
of engine power that has made it one
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence London were
The storehouses of J. E. Tarbell, of the most popular models of the : on Sept. G-7. Heretofore it lias been present time, being more than three
T h re e Days Pleasure
the guests of relatives in Sherman Azail Roach and the Gibsons house
j the tradition that no tilmdom star years, during which time he has con
You cannot guess what happened to Sunday.
larger cars. For the speed demons
occupied by the Federation of Farm the speedster model satisfies all crav shall he seen by the public in anything tributed nothing to her support.
eight of us Sept 1. We went to Wren’s
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Alexander of
That your Libelant has made dili
cottage at Shin Pond.
Mr. Fowler Waterville were calling on friends and ers were totally destroyed, while that ing! but her best and with her most beautiof E. C. Soule was damaged on the
met us at the landing at three o’clock relatives here Sunday.
Hand and Harringtou, agents for lul and angelic expressions, but in gent inquiry, but tiiat the residence of
end, and in addition to this Mr. Soule the Studebaker had a display
said Libelee is unknown to your Libe
and took us to camp in his motor
of
Mrs. William Lloyd was the guest
boat. W e finished the day by getting of her mother Mrs. Samuel Dickinson lost 800 railroad ties, 8 cords of pulp three models of this popular car her second United Artists production lant and cannot lie ascertained by rea
and 20 cords of cord wood, all the and the number of orders filled by 1Mary Pickford sets these traditions sonable diligence. That there is no
settled.
in Houlton last Thursday.
losses being covered by insurance.
collusion between them to obtain a di
W e spent the time exploring, hik
Mrs. Weldon Mildred and two sons The railroad did not suffer any loss these hustling young men this season |at naught by appearing in a majority
ing, swimming and canoeing. Satur Elwood and Vernon of Portland are
testifies to the increasing demand for ! ol the scenes at her very worst. With vorce; but that your Libelant believes
that said bonds of matrimony ought
day evening a bonfire on the edge the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Miles as the down freight had pulled all the car, perfection in the engine of w*hieh
loaded ears from the siding in the has rapidly increased the factories ; her curls slicked hack, smudged nose, to be dissolved, wherefore she prays
* of the pond was added to the daily
Smith.
early part of the afternoon and there output, and every ow*ner never fails i worn shoes and ragged clothes she that a divorce may he decreed.
routine which was also enjoyed by
Mrs. William Smith. Miss Elva
And your Libelant further prays that
the Inhabitants of the neighboring Smith and Mrs. Harold Smith were were no empties in the path of the to indorse it heartily.
|scampers through this
wonderful
flames.
she may have the custody of their
cottages.
The Dodge Brothers motor car j comedy-drama.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Miles
The cause of the tire is unknown as with a touring car, a delivery truck
minor children named; Alberta Ever
N ow 'the participants of this won Smith Sunday.
I Investigation shows that a story of ett aged 12 years; ( ’arlveil aged 10
far as can lie learned. New houses
derful time told us to be sure and put
and a ton and a half truck was under
Captain Harry Rhoda ami Mrs. will he built.
their nhmes in this article, so here Rhoda of Wankeagan, 111
1. wnr £» thi* !
the supervision of Mr.
E. Burtt. . the type of "Suds” has never been years; Gwendolyn aged 9 years; Lau
retta aged t) years.
they are: Gladys London, Minerva guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orin Taylor
Among the smaller cars the Dodge |attempted by any other screen favorBragdon, Marie Tompkins, Mrs* W al
ADELINE P. EVERETT.
Brothers is the leader with capacity j ite and that the leading film idol
the past week.
ter Sleeper and Mrs. L. W. Tompkins,
Schools in town are to begin on daily output at the factory.
Dated at Caribou this 19th day of
Miss Nellie Boardman and Mr.
should
attempt
such
a
thing
so
soon
but of course we didn’t go alone so Boardman of Canterbury were
August, 1921.
Four Buick models by Fred E. Hall
the Monday, Sept 12th.
we took Jack Sleeper, Maurice Clark guests of their sister Mrs. Jasper
Deputy Sheriff J. D. Ross is in including a new four cylinder, a five after her production of "Pollyanna”
Signed and sworn to before me this
and Morris Robinson to keep us com- Crane the week-end.
passenger and six touring and a six not only shows her wonderful ability 19th day of August, 1921.
Presque Isle attending the Fair.
pany.
A special election will be held at roadster occupied the second tent in as an artist, but also shows her de
Miss Hazel Lloyd and Miss Phyllis
W. P. Hamilton.
Our good time was partly due to Turney of Union Corner were the the Town Hall on Monday, Sept. 12th. company with a Marmon touring car
sire to please and entertain her mil
Notary Public.
the co-operation of all members of guests of their grandmother Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Wm. McCordic were by L. S. Bean (J; Presque Isle. The lions of admirers.
the party and a large share was due Thomas Lloyd part of last week.
the guests of friends in Hodgdon on sedan was an exceptional feature.
to the kindness of our chaperones.
Great interest centered around the
^
S T A T E O F M A IN E
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Rowe find Sunday.
W e all hope to be able to go again
C. G. Duffy of New Bedford, a (L.S.)
Florence Titeomb is visiting her Lafayette touring car which is handled
family of rfaverhill, Mass, are visiting
next year.
Mrs. Rowe’s mother, Mrs. Annie grandparents Mr. and Mrs. John in town by McKay and Peabody, i former member of the Daily News
Supreme Judicial Court
This car is new to this section and |
,
Brown of Presque fsle.
Lincoln and other relatives here.
...
, . ,
. .
.
. . . stair, was m town for a tew* davs last Aroostook, ss.
,
.
> ,ahl In vacation, Houlton, August 22. 1921
Congratulations are extended to while a high priced car is one that1
Quite a number from this place at
Allle Adams has purchased the tended the funeral of Mr. William J. Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCordic on the has features that makes it ahead of j wee* renewing acquaintances.
In this action it is ordered by the
Moore in Houlton last Thursday. We arrival of a son on Aug. 27th.
even higher priced cars. The peculiar j There must be a main river for court that notice be given said Libelee
Murdook Hatfield farm.
Miss Dorothy Skilllnger of Danforth extend our heartfelt sympathy to Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ransford Libby and feature of this car is fn the construct- i eVery brook, just as well as a Trunk by publishing the libel and this order
family of Mars Hill were recent guests ion of the engine which instead of j
Visited Miss Maud Stewart a few Moore, son Leo and other relatives.
of court three successive weeks in the
of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. \Volverton.
being made of cylinder iron is con-! line for State aid and Third class Houlton TIMES a newspaper printed
days last week.
Mrs. J. A. Stone was called to structed of an alloy of metal making j roads. Vote "N o” on amendment No. and published at Houlton in said Coun
Miss Helen Hand of Woodstock
Monticello Wednesday by the illness it extremely hard and durable so that 2 next Tuesday.
spent the week-end with Mr. and
ty of Aroostook, the last publication
Several from this town attended the of her mother, Mrs. Mary Lowery.
after thousands of miles of driving |
Mrs. James Ruth.
to
lie at least thirty days before the
Miss Edna Tilley, who has been the interior is still as smooth as when j
Mr. and Mrs. W ill Stuart are receiv Fair in Houlton last week.
next term of this court in said county
Mrs.
Oscar
Stevens
is
the
guest
of
spending a few days with Respa Lilley new and show little signs of wear.
ing congratulations on the birth of a
of Aroostook to be held at Houlton in
relatives in Glassville, N B. for a few returned to Mars Hill Tuesday after The low running body lines make it j
daughter last week.
said county, on the third Tuesday of
days.
especially attractive. A Nash touring j
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Adams are pleas
November,
1921‘ that he may then and
Mr. and Mrs. William Hutchinson
Mrs. Rogers and daughters Mrs. car was also on display by these |Money back without question
ed over the arrival of a daughter
there appear and defend if he sees fit.
of Winn are the guests of Mrs. W. N. Ellis and Mrs. Lewis Porter of Houl dealers.
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
which came Saturday.
Leslie C. Cornish. Chief
Carpenter.
DISEASE REMEDIES
Berry and Benn with a collection 8KIN
ton were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Clinton Merrill of Portland, Me.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
(Hunt’s Salve and Soap),fail in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Adams
of
of Ford tractor, coupe, sedan and the treatment of Itch, Bex cma,
C. B. Porter on Wednesday.
has returned home after visiting her
Patten were visiting relatives here
A true copy of libel and order of
Master Irvin Ross Jr. of Needham touring car was not by any means Rlngwor m.Tetter or oth erItch
mother Mrs. Sadie Blther.
court thereon.
ing akin diaeaaea. Try tbie
Mass., w*ho has spent his vacation overlooked by the public. An interest treatment
Mrs. Blanche Black and Miss Carrie during Fair Week.
at
our
rUk.
Rev. H. O. Cosman of Ludlow* held |^ th ° hi s grandparents Mr. and Mrs. ing feature of this display was a nonAttest: Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk
Sawyer returned Thursday from Man
services in the Laskey school house J. I). Ross, returned home on Mon freezable radiator for Fords which is
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfleld, Maine
334
chester, N. H. and Levant, Me.
so constructed that it expands and
Mrs. Cassle Arbuckle and son Bob on Sunday evening.
day.
Mrs. H. C. Snell returned last week
and Chas. CttnIngham, Canterbury, N.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Neweombe of does not break.
from
a
visit
with
her
brother
Joshua
Hibbard Brothers, agents for the
B. were In town to attend Mrs. Ellen
West Somerville, Mass., who have
Pollard of Hodgdon.
been visiting Mrs. Neweombe’s par Mitchell and Peerless eight filled a
Adams* funersL
Miss Gladys Files of Smyrna was ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Ross return good portion of the auto show space
Mrs. Elisabeth Rhoda of Westfield,
with models of these two cars which
Mrs. Harriet Rhoda of Houlton, Miss the guest of Mrs. Earl Adams for ed home on Monday.
A stockholder’s meeting of Littleton attracted a large number of people.
Florence Carleton* of Craftsville visit several days last week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Bragan
were
ed Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Burleigh last
Local No. 14 of the Federation of The Mitchell car is one distinguished
week-end guests of his brother Horace Farmers will be held at the Grange
week.
Hall on Tuesday evening, Sept. 12th.
The following were In town to at Bragan of New Limerick.
Mr. and Mrs, George Carpenter ,
meni^)ers requested to be present,
tend Mrs. Adams funeral: Mrs. Maggie
Morris Nicholson while working on
Mackey and grandson Chas. Saunders, were In Ludlow Sunday to attend the
Maine and Massachusetts Licensed Embalmer
, ,h
, |ast week was cal ht l)E.
Eel River, Mrs. Ira D. Carpenter, Mr. funeral of Mrs. Howard Horton.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
Thompson
ami
tween
the
wheels
hls
waRml
am,
and Mrs. Henry Hotham, Mr. and Mrs.
Phone 574-W Res. 59 Court St., Phone 574-W
children of Ludlow spe
S ^ ^ <barely escaped serious injury. He is
Ray Adams, Patten.
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Earl i now able to he out after being conCor. Main and Mechanic Strs., Over Hallett-McKeen Co.
Adams.
! fined to the house for a week,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lavine, Mrs. j
The Quarterly meeting of South
Several from here attended the Elizabeth Stevens and Miss Wjldie
|Aroostook U. B. Association will be
“ E X P E R IE N C E ”
Houlton Fair laet week.
Stevens were calling on relatives in I held at Linneus Friday, Sept. 9-10-11.
Dr. H.. H. Cheney of Montreal is Woodstock on Sunday.
BIG
SUPER PRO D UCTIO N
: Mrs. E. B. Lilley. Mrs. Frank Griffith
In town the guest of his father, Chas.
Harry Lee of Auburndale, Mass, j and Mrs. O. V. Jenkins were elected Whoso Star is tho same man who starred
Cheney.
arrived in town Wednesday to join j delegates from the Littleton U. g i in, the noted play " W a y I>own L a s t , "
Lena Stackhouse, who has been hls wife who has been spending the
namely Richard Barthleness.
visiting friends In East Corinth, has summer with Mrs. Henry McConnell. j church.
j
On Tuesday evening a birthday Comedy— "T h e F lirt", W eekly News
returned home.
Miss Josephine Carpenter, a nurse
i party was held at the home of Asbury
Mrs. Nettle Fleming Nason of in training at St. Barnabas hospital
! Stockford in honor of the 18th birth
Kansas City was calling on friends of Portland, is spending a vacation
day of their daughter Catherine.
In town last week.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. I Games were played after which re- F A T T Y A R B U C K L E in
Frank B u t of New York City is Carpenter.
“ T ravelin g Salesm an”
, freshments of ice cream and cake
spending his^Tacatloh here with his
1were served.
A smashing good com edy dra ma with an
parents, Mr. ,and Mrs. Geo. W. Bull.
LUDLOW
artist in the load whoso fam e for fun
Clayton Porter, twelve year old
making will live for ever.
Mr. Earl Hand spent tneweek-eml
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Porter,
who has spinal meningitis, is much with his mother Mrs. Edith Hand.
Comedy— “ Law of the W oods", Burton
Miss Mildred Henderson of Little
hotter.
Holmes Travelogue
The Grange will observe the fourth ton was a week-end guest of Miss
Saturday evening of September as Mary Hand.
(Continued from page 4)
Mr. William Webb has leased Mrs.
Old Home night with a program after
the business hour.
All members J. E. Mersereau’s hodse and has mov pression remaining after seeing the T H O M A S M E IG H A N in
ed his fam’ily there.
should be present.
“The Easy Road”
most loosely played gaihe of ball seen
Rev. Clarence Tearney of WoodThe ball game Monticello and
on the field this year, is a goodly H o w e asy— merely sign a cheek to have
Honlton, played at the park Friday stock, N. B. will preach at the hall mixture of errors, extra base hits. an yth in g one would wish— see what effect
afternoon drew a large crowd to that Sunday evening at 7.30.
* e i r d P’ays
t a k e n ln
^ , a m l * r e e and to what end this brought Leon ard
Mrs. John A Crawford and daughter !j doses.
part of the grounds. The score was
However every ball team has F ayn e whose part is played by Thom as
Marjorie
spent
the
week-end
with
the
17 to 10 In favor of Monticello.
an off day and if the hoys play again Meighan.
Faye
and Vera Thompson.
Moees .Miller, an aged and respect Misses
T TOW often you have heard that said—or said it yourself!
,,
,
I this season, as they no doubt will, Comedy— “ Lochinvar O' the Line Trip
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Haley were i
ed dtlsen and one of the few veterans
a better result will be looked for. To
^
Perhaps about stock tonic—perhaps something entirely
on the U. S. S. Idaho.”
of the Civil war, died at his home called to Waterville, N. B. Monday
here Friday morning after a lingering because of the death of Mrs. Haley's
different. For there are 137 products in the Watkins line!
Illness of nearly all summer. The nephew, Mr. Earnest Brooks.
A W a rn in g — to feel tired before
Mr. and Mrs. James Atkinson of exertion is not laziness— it’s a sign
funeral was held Sunday afternoon
B IL L IE B U R K E in
You are certain of highest quality when you buy Watkins products.
from the West road Baptist church, Woodstock, N. B. and Mr. and Mrs. that the system lacks vitality, and
“The
Education
of
E
lizabeth
”
Morley
Fleming
and
children
of
T h ey have been favorably known for more than 50 years! Tw enty million
lntermeht In the Jewell cemetary.
needs the tonic effect of
Hood's
Debec, N. B. were Sunday guests at Sarsaparilla. Sufferers should not de Billie is a chorus girl who finds her pot
satisfied users swear by them today.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. (). L. lay. Get rid of that tired feeling by of gold at the end of the rainbow in a
Thompson.
beginning to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla rather unusual manner.
Mr. Robert Wilson has recently
It pays to buy from the
todav.
Comedy— “ The Guide",
Mutt & Jeff
purchased a Ford sedan.
M rs. How ard Horten
Watkins
store at your door.
Mr. Leigh Perry and family hate
Mrs. Hattie Horten, wife of Howard
recently moved to Easton, Me.
THE WATKINS RETAILER
. Rev. and Mrs. MacKinnon have re Horten, died Friday after a long and
painful Illness.
turned home from their vacation.
She was horn in Caribou, twenty
Mr. 8. E. Taylor is visiting relatives
LEO. T . S P A I N
Established 1868
four years ago, the daughter of Mr.
and friends in northern Aroostook.
T h e W a t k i n s Man
42
Mr. and Mrs. David Orchard have and Mrs. William Iott. She came to
been entertaining guests from Fred- Houlton with her parents when a
child and lived there until her mar
ricton, N. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallie Corey are riage about eight years ago. Since
receiving congratulations on the birth then her home has been in this town.
Besides her husband she leaves to
of a son.
Mr. Don Nightingale has recently mourn her loss, her parents, 8 brothers
purchased ‘ the William Nightingale and two sisters.
She had a kind and cheerful disresidence.
Mr. H. F. Green received several, Position and will be sadly missed in
first prefinlums on his cattle at the her hom® and among her triends.
Houlton Fair.
• Funeral services were held at tho
Mr. and Mrs. Getchell of New York j kail Sunday afternoon. Words of comwere guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. W. ] «ort were spoken by Rev. H. H. (o s
McDonald last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert McDonald of
Haverhill, Mass, were guests of rela
tives and friends here last week.
Mrs. John Pike and son Haleston
•turned to their home in Providence j ^ ^ T i \ u w S H v S g u a r a n t e e d
retur
R. I. Friday evening accompanied by ,
\I skin d is e a s e r em edies
Mrs. Lynwoodi Rhoda.
<“ “nt’\s*lv* \7Ls°h
* * x Oa /iIa I xi
i f m f z / the tfefitffiefit of Itch« Bcttlfifif
The Ladies Aid Society of tne L ^1 /A Ringworm,Tetter or Other Itch*
Methodist church received first pre- ^
# in* skin
Try this
mium on thtflr exhibit of fancy work j
trtatmtnt at our risk,
at the Houlton Fair last week.
L. a . Barker & Co.. Oakfleld. Maine
man.

Interment

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

cemetery.
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PICKFORD DEFIES LAWS

. EAST HODGDON

j

LITTLETON

LINNEUS

LETTER B

ECZEMAS

J o h n P.

C o s t e l l o

Undertaker

Week of Sept. 5,1921

Temple Theatre

M NTICELN)

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

TENTH ANNUAL FAIR
BREAKS RECORD

FRIDAY

“ W e G o t I t fr o m th e W a tk in s M a n .”

SATURDAY

HODGDON

A n o th e r B ig C ut in

Ford
Pr

& ITCH!

/|T V)

W

E

sell

Furniture,

Stoves

and Pianos cheaper than
4 .

any store in Eastern Maine

because we pay no rent and our

costs of doing business are much
lower

J. E. Tarbell & Sons
Smyrna Mills, Maine

Jr

ices

Touring Car
Runabout
Coupe
Sedan
Truck

$450
420
595
660
445

F. O. B. Detroit
Above prices include Starting and Lighting
Systems and Demountable Rims

They work
naturally,
and form
no habit
They work
naturally
and form
no habit

Just arrived— One car load Touring Cars and one
car load of Trucks for immediate delivery.
Place your order at once

Berry & Benn V
Bangor Street

_ /

L. A . Barker Company
Oakfield, Maine

r

